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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the study.-- The general purpose of this 
study is to describe some cbara.cteristics relating to the 
drug addict population treated at the Washingtonian Hospital 
between the periOd October 1950 and October 1955. These 
patients were primarily hospitalized patients. 
As this is the first study made at the Washingtonian 
Hospital on the subject of drug addiction, it bas seemed 
li 
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appropriate to look at two major areas of investigation only 6 11 
as preliminary to further studies on this subject. I! 
• 
I 
I 
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,, 
I 
; 
1 •. A description of some background cha:r:tacter1stics 
of this drug addict population and 
2. An analysis of the areas in which the caseworker 
concerns herself' 1n the treatment of these patients. 
Scope of the study.-- The caaes considered for this 
study were all those patients who were in treatment :for 
drug addiction either as hospitalized patients or on an out-
I patient basis. Between the five year period of October 1950 
i 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
I 
to October 1955 there were a total of 33 patients admitted 
to the hospital for treatment of their addiction. This 
included 25 males and nine females • Only one patient, a 
female, was treated on an out-patient basis. 
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In the first part of the study, the whole population is I 
i considered in order to get a picture of tl:e background 
characteristics of the drug addicts admitted to the 
hospita.l f'or treatment. In the second part, the writer 
deals with 20 of the 33 patients wm had some form of case ... 
work service. The reasons for servicing 20 patients out of 
the total population will be related in Cba.pter V~-
Although it would have been desirable to sa cure a 
larger number of Pl tients in order to explore further the 
characteristics which tmse patients may have in common, 
th1,s was not pose ible. It was difficult to reach tbi s 
number as the hospital does not indicate the diagnosis of' 
patients admitted fo:r treatment in its registration book. 
It was necessary therefore; to rely on the memory oft~ 
i 
II 
I 
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I 
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li 
I 
medical director, social s arvice director, medical res identa, ! 
and to revieW' the narcotic pre scription books in ol'del' to I 
determine which patients were drug addicts during this five 
year period. In view of this in1 t ial obstacle, it is the 
writer's understanding tba t tbe Administration of t~ 
hospital has taken recognition of it and will indicate the 
diagnosis in its registration book. 
Sources of d~.-- The sources of data were as f'ol.lowa: 
1. An analysis of tba case records wbt ch contai.n 
''face sheet._ informaticn, ~edical records, and psychia trio 
and social service data 
2. Conferences with t:te medical director and residant 
I 
I 
II I 
--·--~ physician 
3. Oonferenoes witb. the director of social service 
• 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
4 • Literatu:Pe pertinent to. the subject .. 
Limitations ,of the· study ..... - The study deals with .a 
small number of casas in r.elatian to the estimated total 
drug addict .population in the coup.t-ryj. and so ita conclusions 
are applicable only to thiS group and 1.re not to be generally 
applied to the ns. tion'a drug addict population~, It is limited 
too.;. in its application to the casework service gbren within 
this particular hospital~· 
In some oases, the social serv+ce reco:Pds· were not 
adequate ···in their ini'ormation which affects the writer's 
al?ility to use them for .full exploration .. 
In addition, this study, as a first one, is limited to 
certain spe.cifie a-reas as outlined prev·iously and it Qannot 
investigate :auffie1ently the deeper dynamics of drug 
•addiction nor evaluate the tec.hniques of casework service 
rendEitred.. This is ,not the intention of the student and 
cannot be because of her . inexperience " 
Methods of ;procedure.-- Each case record was studied 
.for the infor-mation lis ted on Schedule A._ Appendix. The 
records were then further analyzed and the data compiled 
as illust-r~ted and related in tables and texts in Obaptars 
lV and V. 
Chapter II will give a theoretical picture of drug 
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.from literature on the subject in order 
to provide a base .for the understanding of the drug addict 
Obapter III .will outline 
the setting of' the Washingtonian Hospital and describe the 
treatment .for drug addiction and the nature of casework 
service in the hospital. Obapter IV will present some 
descriptive be.ckground characteristics of the drug addicts 
and Chapter V will discuss the areas in which the caseworker 
functions in the tr€\atment of' drug addict pa+ 1 ... n~s as 
represented by the group under study~ Chapter VI will 
present a brief descriptive summary of' each patient who had 
some contact with the social worker directly or indirectly. 
~be closing chapter, Chapter VII.; will summarize the 
·1 information gathered and present the writer's conclusions. 
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND ON DRUG ADDICTION 
In the past several years, there have been sporadic 
outbursts of public concern aa to the increased extent of 
narcotic use, particularly among adolescents. In 1952 
' I 
I 
! 
i 
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I' II 
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I 
l 
II I 
narcotic problem• li !I 
. 1 . 
.Mr. Albert Deutsch/ made a survey of the 
II He reaffirmed prevalent statistical data, namely, that before!; 
I! 
World War I, it was believed that the number of American 
narcotic addicts was about 150,000, more than twice the 
present estimate. Since World War II, it is estimated 
that there are approximately 60.;000 drug addicts, one-sixth 
• 
of whom are teen-agers; found in the large cities pre-
II 
II 
f i! 
I! }I 
II 
1: 
I! 
dominantly, a a ~ew York, Chiaa.go, Baltimore, and Philadelphia!~ 
Thirty years ago 1. about one-fourth of the· total nu.m.ber, or li 
I! 37.;500 were teen-age drug addicts as compared to the estim• ;l 
ated 10,000 teen-agcars today.· This does not mean tbs.t drug 
!I 
ll 
I' 
addiction is not a problem. It is, but it is not considered 11 
a major menace. 
What is a narcotic?·-- Mr. Deutsch observes tha. t a 
"narcotic is a drug that produ.oes sleep or atuper 
or relieves pain;.~ Properly used for medically pre ... 
seribed purposes, the ns.raotio drugs are a great boon 
1/Albart Deutsch, What Can We Do About the Drug Menaoe? 
~ublic Affairs Pamphlet. Number 186. September 1952. 
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mankind. It is in their misuse and abuse that l 
narcotics are transformed from boon to bane ••• ~ 
He describes the drugs as being divide.d into two groups; 
stimulants and depressants. The stimulants tend to excite 
the nervous system and keep the user awake '• Drugs in this 
category are cocaine and benzedrine,..type drugs. The 
depressants, or sedatives as they are commonly oalle d, pro-
duce drowsiness and sleep. Among these are opium and its 
derivatives such as morphine and heroin. American addicts 
. use morphine and heroin which are powders,. sold in capsules 
or flat pockets. Heroin is the most toxic of the addicting 
drugs and its effects are considered so harntful that ita 
manufacturing bas been prohibited in this country.. However, 
heroin is the most popular d~ug in use because it is more 
powerful than morphine and is more readily procurable through 
lack of rigid legal precautions in its import. Both morphine 
and heroin are most frequently used by sniffing or injeo-
2 
tionsd Other categories of the sedative drugs in addition 
to the opium derivatives morphine and heroin are codeine, 
dilaudid, metopon, pantopon,~ parego!'ic 1 laudanum. and 
synthetic substitutes as demerol and methadon (or dolophine). 
3 
·other gr-oupings are the bromides and mariP.uanad The .final 
category; barbiturates (.salts of barbituric acid), has wide 
yop~ cit., P• 6. 
gjibid. ·' p. 7. 
3/0rin Yost, The Bane of Drug Addiction, The MacMillan Coo 
!'954. 
6 
.1~, 
I 
I 
pepularity as they are the basic ingredients: of nearly all 
sleep1.ng pills o:tt capsui;es. The IJ1a,nufa.cturing of t has&) 
drugs has multiplied far beyond the medical ~equiiiements 
1. 
and lead all other poison$ as a cause of death~ The effect 
of this. drug is the p:I'oduation of pleasurable senaations or. 
fo!lgetful ... drowa ina sa by ptitople seeking escape from lif'e 's 
2 
responsibilities and burden$~ 
\'Vl'lat is drug addiotio!l'(.-.- While there a.I1e· .many defini-
tions of drug addiction, all seem to be in agreement with 
that ve::t:tsion defined as .$_. 
"•tate of pe:t'iodic or obronio intoxication 
detrimental to the individual and to society, produced 
by· the rep<~Uil.ted. consumption of a drug (natural or 
synthetic). Its cbara.oteristios include:. ( 1) an 
over..,..powering desire or need ( oompulsi.on) to continue 
taking t be drug and to obtain it by any meana (2) a 
tendency to increase the dose and (3) s. payehie 
(psychological) and sometimes a physical dependence 
on the effe.cts of the drug.,rty 
A drug addict is defined ~a a 
ttpars on given to or using a drug :tn a way- that is 
considered to be harmful to hims.elf' and to others ..... 
in a way that is soeially ttnaocepte.ble and that may 
possibl'{ .·interfere with his phys ioal and. emotional 
health. !/ 
There are cba.ra.ote:r-istice tba.t are considered. the 
essential features of drug addiction. They are 'ba.bituation,, 
I' 
II 
1i'Albert Peutsc'4. op. e it • • p. a. II 
g/Ibid.; P~· g._ l 
I I 
'I .~./Harris Isbell,_ £rug Addiction, The Merck Report, 11 
1 July 1951, p., 4 • II, 
l : 
1
.! 4/0 ~.·A • Roberts, Drug Addiction, Mental Hygiene 1 Volume :39 P I 
I Numbsr 2 1 April 1955. p~ 293.. 1 --~-~--·-1-~ ----- -~-=-----··---~----~~-=··-~~ ·- ·· -- ·--~-~-=--~--~~-- ··· ---~- -~·-· ·--- ·· · ------- r· ··-··· 
II l! i:~ !\ 
II li 
II 
1 
!I -- ~-------=-==~1~~":~~.-r-a-nce and physical dependence • While eo.oh o:f tbe - ------~--------
!\ addicting drugs do not a·x.hibit all of these pbanomarna~ it 
I\ is cons idared tba t morphine and the barbiturates do. 
I 
i 
Habituation refE!I'B to tp,a continued usage of drugs to 
such a degree of ph.ys ical or psychological dependance that 
withdrawal of the drug results in impairment of bodil~ 
function or in psychologica.'l distress. Tole:ttanoe is the 
ability of the body to adapt to the effects of the drug so 
_,..,; 
that eventually as much as tan times the original :L~thal 
dose can be taken safely or a much larger dose is required I I 
smaller dose. 
II 
Pb:rrsical dap_ endence means that an addiet uses 11 -~ ll 
to produce tbe same effects originally ·produced by a 
oruga habitually to prevent the onset of physiological 
1 
distrass_d 
Personality factors in drug addiction" ...... There ia a 
common misconception that avery person is susoeptible to 
drug addiction. The prevalent point of' view explains 
motivation toward drug addiction as stemming !'rom a 
personality structure conducive to it.. The psychoanalytic 
2 
conoaption of drug addiot_ion as expressed by Fenichel/ 
• 
stresses that the addict is one wbose make ... up is such t~t 
he uses drugs in a certain way tmt satisfies earlier oral 
I 
I 
! 
'i 
! 
j 
I! 
I 
l 
~David P. 
ddiotion, 
July_ l952. 
Ausubal, An Evaluation of Recant Adolescent Druf 11 
Volume, 36 1 Number 3, American Journal of' Psych at¥Y 1 
pp • 373-377 • f!" 
g/Otto Fenichel¥ The Psychoanalytic Theory of Neurosis. 
w. s. Norton Company, 1945. PP• 375-379. 
II 
II 
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I! 
II 
li ;: 
ii 
I 
longings which is a "aaxual longing,. a need, for security, 
1 
and a need for maintenance of self.,.esteem simultaneously~,V 
He f'eel.s that the addiction is determined not so m.uch ,by 
the effects of the Cl.rug itself bu.t b:r the personality 
structure of the individual" He suggeata too. that there :t:a 
a pre,.,.morbid personality t-ype which is conducive to becoming 
addicted to drugs. Feniohel quotes the .findings of other 
analysts who state that in the addict one finds dysfunction 
2 
of the superego and of other· identif;tee.tions,d Another 
3 
wa:r of expressing this theory is described in the articllj 
wherein drug addictliJ aJ:le ~Stated to be individ.'UB;ls whose 
i 
I \"9 
I 
I' 
II 
psychosexual d~velopment is arrested or regressed to infantile j 
or primitive levels • A consistent father'!"figure is la~king j 
I 
and the mothe:r a.ppe11rs to be overindulgent or re.jecting~ 1 
. . . . . I The writers attribute to the arrest in psychosexual maturation i 
the fact tl:at lforaltt cravings become :paramount:;,· 
There are four personality type.s desc.ribed as applicable 
4 
to. the drug addiot~ They are (1) persons who become 
' 
accidentally addicted following relief from pains for which 
II 
il 
I 
I 
l 
i 
II 
they have reoe iifad a drug, and. they continue to use the drugs • jj 
3_1 Abraham W. ikler and Robert w~ Rosen,· Psychiatric Aspects of 
l5'rug .Addicts, American ~ourD;al of Medicine 1 May, 1953, 
pp ~ 566-570, . . 
_!/Viotor Vogel, Barris Isbell, Kenneth Gb.apme.n, heaent Status 
o.f NaJ?ootie Addiction, Jour~l of the American medical Assoc ~ 
Vo.lume '138, No,. 4, December 4 ~ 1948" 
H il 
.I 
" jl 
.l!\ 
I 
J 
1\ 
II 
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II 
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It is considered that tbey have fundamental emotional I 
::::~: • re ~:~v:~;~::. ~f t ~nx::::.o::::::::~o::::ion,l 
or other symptoms • ( 5) Tba largest category of' drt~tg addiets I I fall into the classiti<Ml.tion of the psyohepatb.io personality~!, 
nA psychopathic ~rsonality i-s e. te:vm applied. ts II 
various inadequacies and deviations in the personal.ity I 
structure o.f individuals W·l;lo are neither- ps:yenot:to nor 1 
feebleminde~ yet are unable to participate in satis• 1 factory social relat:t.ons ar to conform to culturally 1 
aoceptable usages. • n!,{ j 
Ordinarily psychopaths b.eecm.e addicted through associations 
with other addicts:; (4) This grouping is ccmposed of 
addicts with p$yobos1s • 
The write:t- accepts tbe point of view mich explains 
drug addiction according to the paycb.oanalytic point of 
I 
> 
view, and there.· are a few stud.:1aa in tl;le field ill:ust:r?ating I 
findings • In one survey of' a'dole scent drug addiction, it I 
is oons:idared that actual soeial: d~privation "magnifies 
f'eeljJJgs of emotional deprivati en that may have ha.d origin 
- 2 
in the famil'Y" relationsbip·.y The authors f':Ind a correla.r.. 
tion between poverty, social deg,refi,atio;n1 racial disorimina.-
tion and delinquency,. poor scholastic performance on one 
·,, .. 
band and drug addiction :en. the othar bani"t 
W. B•· 
I 
I' 
1/Albert P • Noyeal .Modez>n Gl:inical Psychiatry., 
Saunders Oo • Pb.iladel:Phia,. 1949; p • 416;; II 
I 
2/Paul Zimmering; James Toolan, Rene 3afrin~ and 8 • Bernard j Wort ia , Drug Add ia t ion in Rela ti c:n to l':rob lams of Ado le s c.enca ;·~ 
American Journal of Psychiatry-" Volume l09i Number 4_,. : 
October, 1:952. pp. 272-2'78~ ~~ 
d !I 
il 
ii II ,, 
" :j 
These impreaEJions were deepened as a result of studies 
f 
i 
I 
II 
I' II 
ij 
o:f snall groups of ];atlanta where they found that tool"e were ji 
II 
Tbe.re I 
appeal's to be a close relationship to the mother.. Often she II 
· revealed personality eharacte:rist:tcs in common~ 
is the favored between the parents and the .father is usually ,j 
out of tbe pictu.re. Iri.terpers onal :relations hips are tenuous I 
and readily given up. All show prof'o.und work and school 
inhib'iti.ona, and a fear- of new a itu.at:tons. The writers 
claim that narcotic addiction is one way of handling the 
problems that fits the needs of the· 
•.••• ttty-pa of boy who perceives bis activities. as 
so dangerous that b.e bas a strong rieed to inhibit all 
his e.ggressiv{3 and se-xual impulses. ·He can find peace 
Only under the influence of tb.e drug; when sexual 
appetite is ·~one'-· and al). aggressive activity is 
suspended ••• 1/ 
i 
I 
I 
I II 
Adolesa.ence .,. they conclude» is a critical period o:f 
which is conducive to dru..g addiction. 
II 
il' I transitiol!l. 
The effects of' drug addiction~-""" The belief held by 
2 
Abraham Wikler,J an expert in the .field of dl''ug addiction~ 
is tba.t the effects of morphine depend to a large extent C?>n 
the personality organization of tb.e individual and that the 
more 
nfirmly established reaction patterns. in these 
spheres are mol?e likely to, be released by the drug.il 
1/Paul Zimmering and ethel'S;: ibid •, pp. '2/76 ... 2'7?. 
2/Abra.ham Wikler ~ Reeent .Pro~ress :in Research on the 
N'europh;ysiological· Basis otorpiilne Addiction, Amerte.an 
Journal of Psychiatry, Volume l05, Number 5, November 194:8, 
pp ~ 329-$38·· 
:: 
I' 
II 
II 
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jl 
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l' 
.I 
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'I I . 
b2_ 
-lt c~ 
regardless of whether indi:viduala are normal oJJ 
neurotic ••• Thus, in sane highly narcissistic, egocantri,.c 
individuals, morphine is apt to release phantasi;as of 
omnipotence and gr~nd.io~ ity. with a corresponding 
·feeling tone of unusual well.-be ing and, overt beb:a:vior 
charactel'ized l;>y garrulity, boastfulness and perhaps 
increased psychomotor activity_, to which the, term 
tteuphorio" is. applied.. In other ina+viduals·~ the 
ef'fec.ts. may vary from mild depression to m.oute 
anxiety"~"' ~ • .• • • · 
To the extent that the drug's effects satisfy strong 
emotional needs 1 it will be used repeatedly,. 
In, dis cussing ~he .effects of drugs on ad ole scents • 
Dr. Herbe!'t Wiedey states that the effect of the drug puts 
at !'est the If urgent cravings and the a triving for gratifica"'" 
tion of wishes that are impossible to gratU'y 1n reality. 
in individuals who are unab'J.a to tolerate even a. minimum of 
frustration of .wishes." AJ_ong with this 1 dl'Ug users are 
people who believe in the magic and omnipotence of their 
wishes. They wish for peace; and the drug satisfies their 
every wish• 
In .!inothar article 4 Dr .• Wikler points out that drugs 
act as analgesics (reducing p$.in) or reduce anxiety of fear 
2 . 
of pain.:./ The author differentiates between tba opiate 
drugs that have the effect of gratifying primary needs sueh 
as hunger 1 f.ear of pain and sexual urses) and alcohol or 
,. 
. : . 
barbiturates that 11 reduce inhibitions on psychodynamic 
mechanisms that have been developed in the individuals for 
the gratification (in actuality or fantasy) of "secondary 
needs tt such as narcissism~. exhibitionism, sadism, masoch .... 
1 
ism ••• ~/ 
As a result of drug use, the person becomes dependent 
on drugs and eventually becomes so overwhelmed that no other 
interests exist for him, other than activity directed toward 
the procurement of the drug. In the end, nall reality may 
2 
come to reside in. the hypodermic needle ~-Y The drug addict 
who is deprived of his drug is described as baing miserable, 
sleepless, restless and with complaints of aches and pains .. 
The importance of environment ....... While the emphasis on 
personality factors cannot be minimized; it is of significance 
to consider the role of environment in facilitating the 
choice of drug addiction.. Why in essence does an individual 
select drugs instead of alcohol? Environment and access-
ibility account for this._ A detailed account of the role of 
3 
the t'dope-pushern is. related by W~nzell Brown.:/ In the con-
gested areas of large cities, the seller of drugs is 
interested in forming groups of youngsters who will buy 
drugs from him for the financial profits are great. The 
1/Wikler 1 op ~- edt •, p •. 593 • 
g/Fenichel, op. cit., P• 3'7'7 .. 
£/Wenzell Brown, Monkey on My Back, Greenberg and Co .. 1953. 
drug peddler has as his selling point the properties 0f the 
drugs which induce rapidly' the fee ling of well~ba ing and 
inhibit the individual's critical faculties. As has been 
:pointed out, the drug addict is a passi-ve, dependant.t 
inadequate person.. llBy injecting tb.& needle; he sa.tistiea 
. l 
the quest fOll :i.rrunediate and effortless pleasure •V 
2 
Senator Price Daniel!/ of Te:x:as reported in a Senate 
II 
I 
II I 
I' 
' ! 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I Gornmittea ·' findings of a sev.e.n month investigation :into I 
th"S naraotiaa situation,. He stated that approximately 50 il ~ II 
per cent of all crime in United Stat ea cities and· 25 per cent~~ 
of all crime in tb.e nation is attributable to drug addiction•!! 
Re suggests that the I I 11 sm.uggling and sale ot b.eroin should be punishable 1 
by penalties ranging from five years in prison to deatb.•!r 
beoa:use heroin sm.ug····glars and peddle. ;:s are selling murder~ 
robbery 1 and rape • ·~ Their offense :ts htllllan destruetien I 
a.s surely as that of the murderer>.~ I 
. . !I 
Albert Deutsch in his study concludes that while drug 11 
addiction cuts acl!oas economic and ela.ss linea~ it is .found lj h i! 
that the drug addicts are concentrated primarily in poverty- 11
1 
·I 
stricken areas of large cities. He feels that the proble:m li 
ij 
of drug addiction cannot be separated from the structure Gf :1 
' ,, 
broad sooia 1 and health problems f' ound in these slum areas • li 
!I 
especially in those populated by minority and u.nderprivileged.!j 
!/Time Magazine, Investigations, January 16 1 1956, 
Yibid~·.~ P• l9o 
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There is other literature substantiating the above I 
1 I 
point of view. Dr. Robe:rot!/. states that the largest number 11 
of' drug addicts are those who obtain drugs in cities and II 
partioularly those eba.raoterized by the e:x:istanoe of slu.m..s, 
taverns and in general wall below standard., .. 
From the above, it would sea.m that any- program of re~ 
habilitation for the drug addict must taka into account and 
deal with the amrillonm.ent to which the treated drug addict 
lie~ A. R_ oberts,. Drug Addiction·, Mental Hyg-iene, Vo11llallt 39,. 
ltumbar ·2 1 April HH55,... pp~ 293-299. · 
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OHAPTER· Ili 
THE HOSPITAL SETTING 
&.ekgro'Utl.d.:""' ... The Washingtonian Hospital is an 80 bad 
II 
hospital offering psychiatric_, medical and social service to 'I 
II 
II 
the alcoholic and drug addict patient, While moat of its 
patients are hospitalized and .al?a serviced during this period~ 
upon discharge the treatment initiated during the patient 'a II 
h 
hospitalization is oontinued in thEt out-patient clinic,. Thisl! 
. . ~ 
clinic is s.taflfed by visiting part-time p~ychiatrists and theil 
staff social service workers·~ 
The history of the hospital. beg1na in 185'7 when it was 
!I 
i 
l 
l 
founded as a home to provide ~pb.ysieal care~ food~ and 
1 
aheltfl~ 
I 
to tha alcob.olie,V and of.fered a. moral and religious 
persuasive approach to the pr0blem of drinking, 
The tremendous progress in the medical seiencea and 
psychiatry during the paat 100 years has bad ita influence 
on the tr~tatment of addiction~~ The hospitali since its 
:reorganization- in 1939 under tb.a le.aderahip of Dr.,. Joseph 
Thim.ann, its present Medioal Director, has undergone sub-. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II I! 
II 
'ill stantial oha.nges in its treatment procedures, and in this 
YE. A, L, Corwin and l!lHzabeth V, Cunningham, Inot:ttutienal II 
:b,acilities for the Treatment of Alcoholism;. Quarterly Journal il 
of Studies on Alcohol, Volume 15, i~umber ~~ June 1944. p. 9~ 11 
II -.18- il 
I 
!I 
il i! 
I! 
H 
il 
i! 
I. 
II 
I 
I 
relatively short period o;f time bas made many ·advances and l 
conducted research projects on the problema of addiction. !, 
The hospital moved to its: present setting in Forest HilJ! 
I' " il 
II 
I 
l, 
Jamaica Plain in February 1955~ 
The United Community Services and State Division of 
Alcoholism partially financ.e the hospital in addition to 
voluntary contributionst ~he hospital is licensed by the 
State Department of' Memtal Health~ 
Treatment of' Drug AddictiorJ. t ...... Dr, ThimanE)
1 
bas: stated l· 
I 
I 
!! 
that it takas approximate.ly two weeks to a.:fteot the with~ 
can~ ~~~ 
The w~thdrawal is ~~ 
drawa.l of drugs from a hospitalized patient by what is 
aidered the gradual withdrawal methodor. 
initiatEtd immediately aft.er the patient ls admission to the ll 
hoapita.l'l It a patient has bad an opiate prior to hospital .... \j 
ization_. 24 hours later it is replaced by a similar synthetic ll 
drug<t· This drug ia administered because :tt is less painful !\ 
II 
" II 
tba.n the withdrawal of the original drug and it takes 24 1! 
II 
hours to make it less painful.. This gradual withdrawal takes !i 
I 10 to 14 days and is considered muc·h easier for a. patient te 
1
1 
II! undergo in contrast to the sudden total withdrawal which wa.s 
11
. 
austom.ary some years ago and which caused the patient a. !1 
great deal of' mental anguish. 
As soon as the patient is not too praoeeupiad. with his 
withdrawal from drugs,_ it is possible to offeF psychiatric 
l7Dr. Thima.nn dis<:ro.ssed the .subject of treatment w:tth the 
writer •. 
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'I 
II I, 
oonsultatien and therapy w·ith the psychiatrist or the case ... 
worker~ as the situation may be,. during the period. t;>;f 
hospitalization. lt then te.kes :four weeks of full t::tme II 
II hospitalization for the patient to adjust to a way of living It 
without drugs 1 phycaically and emotionally~. During this time 
the patient receives vitami:o. medication to build up his bod:y 
and suoh psyohiatric help as hs.s been recommended., It is 
essential for the total rehabilitation of the patient tba.t 
he enter the night hospitalization plan; or working pro ... 
taction plan as it is otherwise called. This means that the 
I 
I 
lj 
I 
II 
! 
I 
i 
patient lives in the hospital at night though he goes to wo:ttid• 
itt the day. This offers the patient a protective atmosphere I 
. ! 
in the hours when he is not Gccupied with work. The hospital'i 
J, 
bas as its goal the establishlllo:nt of rooreat:tonal. fae111ties II 
u.nder the supervision of a recreational director~ Tb.ese 1 
facilities are limited at present. 
During the first week or two under tb.e night hospital ... 
i~ation plan, the pati~mt may be esco:z:tted to his place of 
work by a .friend or relative to give him. enough protection 
so tbat tha transition to more complete :freedom. will be as 
safe as possible. After this time he is given more fre:ed~m 
·and privileges. This period o:f hospitalization varies i'Pe.m 
six weeks to eighteen months or· more, and following the 
II 
II 
11 
! 
! 
I, 
I· II il 
li II 
II 
patient 1s discharge from the hospital he continues some ferrn ' 
o:f' psychiatric treatment in the Out-Patient department of 
the hospital on a regular appointment basis. 
i 
II 
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The Social Service Department and tha role of the 
I 
ee.sewark&:r .• -- An :Important adjunct to tho psychie.tri<> tr<Jo.t- IJ 
xnent is the service given by the caseworker in the hospital." I 
Gladys M.! Price, Director of' Social SerV'ice at the Washing.- I 
I 
tonian Hospital, has clearly ·stated her view of the functions 11 
performed by the qualifie.d professional member of the b.ospi- !i 
I 
tal staff.: I 
•• ~ • 11A social worker is well q~li:fiad to interview! 
natients and their ·families relative to their a.pplica.- i 
b' i tion for treatment.," He has. knowledge and exper-ieno.e 1 
which enable him to recognize severely disturbed and il 
sick. pers·ons who should be sean immediately by a. 1· 
physician for diagnosia and disposition~: ... A social . 11 
worker has furtb.@r knowledge and experililnce _which enable 11 
him. •. to measure the e·xtent. of the patient's motivation!! 
and readines a foi• tl'raatment in the clinic; to determine 1 
to whfat lengths the· family go to cooperate or to ·inter,- : 
tare with tne treatment .. ". At t'he Washingtonian~-· tm 11 
social service department does all of t~ s.o ... oalled .. 11 
t.t intake for the out,.,..pa.tient department tt. H The soeial. 1
1 
workeP who is. working with the auxiliary .family memb~r q 
is clearly in a. favorable position to serV'e: ·as oooF<iina. .... ll 
tor of services being given to the patient and :family.," 
......... ,y .. Iii. 
, I 
. Miss Price so .. tho ()e.aeworker concerned with three ~~ 
ma.in areas of probl~ms, in working with tb.e addicted patient;: II 
:! (1) casework with relatives wb.o need help in understanding t~ 
. .. ·. . . li 
patient (2) casework directly with tb." pa.tien.t and (:3) inter ..... ·>rj· 
viewing the patient or relative to secure history for the use 1
1 
of the doctor treating the patient ... 
As outlined in Chapter II.; the basically deficient 
1JGla.dya M,. Price;, From an 'Ullpu'blished. address delivered. tli> 
the National States Conference on Alooho1.1sm, Mia.mi.;t Fl.Grida 
October .31, 1955~ · · 
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19 
pars anality structure of the drug addict makes him amenable 
to this particular a.ddietion under the give.n cireumstanoe$ 
of envir>onm.ent and 0xposure to drugs •. It is essential 
therefore tbat.psychotb.e:rapy be given coneomitantl:y" with 
medical treatment either with the psychiatrist or with the 
ease worker,. 
The patient undergoing withdrawal from drugs is under 
severs emotional and physlca.l stJ:Iain'" There is initial 
ambivalence about treatme.nt beoause he bas been satisfied 
by drugs and has been phys.ically dependent on it~· Some 
of' supporidve treatment; as indicated in Dr. Thimann 's 
it 
explanation~ is essentiaL" This ambivalene.e regarding treat-;! 
!I 
ment is taken up as a focus ,Q.:e activity by the soo:taJ, ·Worker 11 
and is cons ide red as a problem in adjustment: to the hospital, 11 
!I (in Chapter V) ... In another unpublished paper, Mia a Prioa · ~~ 
has at&t.E)'d that the caseworker is foeused onll!o.••• 
"accepting the patient 1 $ hostility;!' expressing 
inte;-est in ,and sometimes administer-ing to his physical 
needs,~ and offering to make contact for him. with t~ · 
outside worldi!.•• the pati·snt may soon come to look upQn 
the aa.seworkeJ? as the one perrson in the hospital who 
is on his side • " • " • • ~ 
In summary 1 it is evident that withdrawal from drug 
addiction is a traumatic period in the· life· of the addicted 
patient~ and concomitantly- with medical therapy~ emotional. 
support is maintained by psychiatrist., or rned1oa1 re::dd.ent1 
or eaS"@Worker,. as the situation may be •. 
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l the casawoPker sees as her goal support to th$ patient,. 
interpretation and understanding to tb.EI fal1.li1y • What the I 
focus is in each oo.~& a.ecepted for secial service tres.t...,nt I, 
Will 'be presented fu the data of Chapter V .!' 
In investigating literature relevant to the casework 
treatment of drug addicts, the writer with reg~t finds ntl) 
pu.'blished thesEHl or articles 'by social workers in casework 
journals that oonoern themselves with direct treatment of 
thesE~t patients a, 
CHAPTER IV 
SOME CHARAGTERISTIOS OF THE PATIENTS 
ln this ohapter the writer is pr{Jsenting a des.oript1on 
of some background obaracterist:to.s of the entire group o!' 
drug addiGta: in treatment at the. hospital for varying 
periods between Ootober 1950 and Ootober 1955 ~· 
This group comprises nine women and 24 men. The data 
were collected from Schedule A in tb.e .Apptatndix'!" All the 
material was obtained from the case r'E!oorda and includes 
II 
!I 
ll 
\I 
ll : 
11 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II information relative to age, m.arita.l status 1 ra.ee, religion, li I; 
nationality, eduoation, employment;, also., marital status of 
parents, number of siblings, relationship o:f' parents to 
children, type of drug addiction, length of addiction, 
professed reason fo:r addiction, diagnosis of patiEJnt, and 
source of referral• 
Table 1 reveals that ll patients fall. in the 20..,.29 age 
group~ In the general population about half of all addict$ 
a-re between tb$ ages of 21. and 50 years of age.• While the 
proportion of men to women in this study is three to one, 
in the United States it is eustim.a.ted that the ratio is fouP 
1 
to oned 
Y Statlstloa.taken fllom the Encylopedia Brittanioa.. 1956. 
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Table 1. Age and. Marital Status~ I 
Status 
Age Group M D 
Male 
Marital 
W 3ep S M D W 
Female 
I 
I 
I S·ep Total Per Cent · 
I (1) (2) (3) (4} (5) 
·so-2;~.~ .. s 4 1 1 11 ez 
30-39 ••• ~. 2 l l 1 l 6 18 
40-49....... 3 2 2 l 8 24 
50-59~ ••• ~ l 4 5 15 
eo-eg ••••• =1·------=1=-·-----.;;:;1 ___ ~3---=l:..:..O 
Total •••.• '1 13 2 l 1 3 2 33 100 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
.!Vmari'bal status abbreviations are t a - single~ m - married) !1·1 
d. ;.o divorced, w -. widow or widower, s.ep .... separated •. 
I! I, 
!j 
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II 
The second largest g:roup of eight patients are :tn the 
40-49 age group and tb.e:re are five patients in the 50-59 
category! The fact that thei'e are proportionately les.s 
patie.nts in the older a.ga group reflects the trend 1n the 
population at large aa discussed :tn Chapter II and might 
indicate also that when one reaches middle age there. m.a:y be 
!I 
Con- 11 I. less inelination to change one's pattern of beb.avior. 
sequently fewei' admissions for treatment come from the older II 
il 
'I J, age groupings. 
5even men of the group of eight Negro patients are in 
the 20-29 age group and one Neg:vo female is in the 30,.,39 
oatagery. 
Twenty-three patients of the total group bad been 
II li il 
!j 
I! 
:I 
:: ,, 
ii ,, 
i\ 
. I' 
married. Of these five were separated and divoreed. and. three il 
widowed, This indieates that for the majority of tbe g»ou.p II 
I, il 
.................. ______________________ _ 
I 
there were attempts at heterose:x:.ua~ adjustments. Ten 
pat:ients were a ingl.e 1 of this group seven ar·a men and three 
Of the eight Negro patients, four are aingle and four 
are married~ 
•. f .' ~ , 
~cit indicated. in the tabla are the number of children 
whioh ·the patients bave. Among the mala patients, 10 out of 
the :1.3 .l'llB:rried patients had children; two bad none. 'l,lhis 
would indicate a greatel'l raspons ibility ,.. soeial.Ly and eo on-. 
onically for _these patients who bad families • '!'be p~esence 
ot children was unknown in the case of one patient where the 
:face sheet information was incomplete. 
Among the single patients, it :ta known that one patient 
.fathered two children out of wedloek, Only one of the tw0 
divorced males had children~ Botb. widowers had children. 
Ameng the nine female patients, both Ill(U'ried patients 
did not have c:h:tldren. Of tb.e three single woman~ one had 
two ohildren born out of wedlmok whm were given up for adop,_ 
tion. One of the two separated women bad two ohildren and 
one of the two widows ba.d eight children, tb.a other n-one. 
According to the racial dist;r-ibution of the group~ la3 
are white. The second largest category is the Negro group 
comprieing eight of the total nU1Ilber. In addition there are 
two Chinese patients wi,tb.in the grouping. 
Oompar.atively speaking, the white population in this 
study is 69 per cent while in the total popuJa t'ion of thE11 
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Unite.d t3tates there ana 135 m.illimn white: persons or 83 per 
.. 1 ' 
cent.!/' The Negro group in this study is 24 per c!B;nt .• 
General statistics on the known drug addict population 
indicate that the nun1ber o:f Negro addicts is disproportion-
a.taly high in relation to their number in the total popula-
tion which is 15 million or nine per cent. As for the 
Chinese element which comprises six per cent in this study, 
comparison with their numbers in the tots.~ population, 
• 
il 
II 
,! 
I 
II 
I 
I 
117~~40 or .ott per cent., indi·::ates a disproportionat$ figure. ! 
I 
i also .. 
In nationality, the overwbe;tming ms.jority, :n ont li>f' thell 
55 patients, are American by birth or citi~enship and two ·1 L i 
are Ohinese • This is consistent with the general statistics ! 
I of an adult addict poi_>ulation w)l.ich is predominantly white 
and American by birth. 
In the religiou~ distribution. of the group, l€5 Q:t' 45 
per cent of the :ra tients are Catholic. General population 
-~ 
statistioy ~how that there are 31 milli.on Roman· Oatb.oli~B 
il 
H 
II il 
!: 
,! 
!i 
.I 
II 
or 1.9 per cent of the total populat.ion o.f the United States. !j 
!: !t may "?e that the large number of Catholic patients in this il 
ij 
I· 
!I h !i 
study refl.e cts the fact that Boston has a predomil'la.ntly 
Catb.oli~ population and se; the hospital 'a population 1a 
I' 
·I :I 
.I7Statistics taken fi?om Statistical Abstract ot the United II 
~tates. Published by the u.s. Department of Oommarae., Bureta.uil 
of the Census. 1955 • !j 
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l 
colored by the local fa.ctor involved .. 
The second largest group of 11,. or 33 per cent is 
1 
Protestant 11 In 1936 1; population sta tis tiG!) g~:ve. 58 million 
as the number of Protestants res1dent 1n the United States, 
equivalent to 36 per cent of thlil total population .• : This is 
close to the figure' 'in the group studied. 
With ?eference to the fact that tbare are four Jewish 
patiel':).tS. who comprise 12 per ce.nt of tba total group • it 
must be kept :tn mind that the total number· of patients is 
small and so this figure ste:nds out proportionately but 
does not assume any particular significance numerieally. It 
is of . interest to note 1 howeve::r'~' that in the general popula-
tion the peroentage of Jews :more. nearly approximates three 
per cent. 
Table. 2. Education of Patients 
I 
Education 
(1) 
Male 
(2) 
Female 
(3) 
Total 
(4) 
Per Cent 
(5) 
Per Cent in l 
u.s~ population 
(6) 
Grammar School 6 
High School·•• 
6 18 
1 year •• ~ •• 2 · 2 4 13 
2 years •••• 1 2 3 9 
3 yea:rs ...... 3 5 9. 
4 yee.rs.~~~ 7 4 11 33 
Graduate School2 2 6 
Unknown .... ., • •• 3 3 9 
57 
35 
6 
No Schoo ling ·• • ___ _,.;l=----_.;.·__.::1=--~-...:::::5 ______ .....;2::,_· 
Total ••• 24 9 33 100 100 
I 
1! 
.. 
g:rSll'llllar school, ll did o:omplete their high a.chool pottrae.: 
These· figures c·ompare well with pm:r-eantages in i;;he general 
general population completed high ao:b.ool and in this group 
53 per eent finished higb. school·· Four others went into· 
professional sehobls ;,., two to graduate schools for medical 
t:t~aining and law and. two women ~ttended nura.aa l tFa1ning 
school. This too~, is a proportionate figure in considel'ing 
the general population !'ltatisties. 
From the abOvf;l figures :tt appears that drug addietion 
o:rosses all levels of education in this particular group and 
is similar to Dautacb.ts oaneluaion dise-ussed in Chapta:J!! I:I. 
Only tw.o Neg't'oes out of the E~ntdre group of eight 
completed high school~ Two completed granln'lar sohool and four 
went to high school but did not :finish .. · 
In glancing at the abov-e figul?es,. one wonders what j 
relation may exist between level of'eduoat:ton and subsequent I 
I 
II 
II 
occupation and employment • 
Among the skills of th>S rne:.le population whiob. are not 
enumerated ln the following table there are oeoupation.a 
ranging from factory worker, dyema.ker:; :music teacher~ oontrac~-
1 
or to engineer 1 lawyer, and doctor. O:t' this skilled. group of ! 
16 1 eight ware employed and eight were unemployed., lfhe atat:u.Jl 
' 
l 
ot one patient was unknown.:./. The unskilled group of seve.n 
included laborers, porters~- ls:o.ndll1y worker$ • 
Table 3. Ocoupationai Sk:tJ.l and Em.ploy:ni~nt Status 
Male Female Total 
t2) (3) (4) 
Skilled occupation 
Employed ..... ~.;;~. 8 3 ll 
Unemploy-ed+ ~· , • • •· 8 l 9 
Unknown.",. •:!!·•. • • l l . 
. ~~--~~----------_.--~ 
Unskilled o¢eupation 
E:mplo'SJ'ed •••. ; ·'!'· ••• 
Unem.ploy~~ ~ •. • •• 
~otal ~· •• ~· •••.• 
No occupa.t:ton~.ji·~·'•• 
2 
5 
Total• •• •· • •·; • 24 
4 
1 
3 
4 
1 
21 
3 
8 
ll 
1 
Of the nine fe:rrJ.ale pa.tien'bs ,. four wi!lre classified as 
skilled. There were two nurses and two seerata.r:tes. Four 
were unskilled, being waitresses and .factory workers ( One 
patient was a recipient of Old. Age As.s :tstanoe and bas been I 
classified as having no occupation • l 
The foregoing atat:taties would give rise to the specula•·! 
tion that skilled workers were more employable than unskilled! 
v . ·. ·. I 
1 This· patient refused to disclose any p~x>sonal inf.ol':mation• ~ 
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or bad more cbanoea of emplo'ynlant• Correspondingly there is 
a lar~er proportion of unemployed workers among tb.e unskill.ec 
. gr.oup.• There are also som-e indications not elaborated. on \ 
here that those pat:ten.ts who bad. more schooling were among 
the more skilled wor·kera and were employed'-
Among the Negroes t five out of eight patients were 
employed, and. twee are unemployed while four are skilled. 
workers and .four are -unakill.ed• 
Conaern:tng fam.:l.lia_~- relationships, in l2: instances tb-e . 
family background of thfi' pa'biente is not known specifically• 
J:n one case, that of a Negro patient, there is a definite 
stat'eu:nent ths.t th$ family atmosphere was good.. In 90 oases 
there ia evidence of disharmony.- Seven patients come from 
broken homes, implying divorce or separation• Five of these 
are. Negroes • Twelve patients· give evidenea tbe.t there are 
poor re lat1onships. between parents .ancl child:r?en • This in-
cludes statements to the e.t':f'ect that thei:r? pa:rent13 gave tbiJ 
patient no af:feoticm. Father wa.s; .brutal or mother extremely 
dependent, or dominant in the home'"·Thu.s-1 in Sl out of 63 
patients there is some reason to .s.u.ppose. that emotional 
stress exists in the home _through d.i'tloree ~· separation or pooP 
parent.-cb.:tld relationship. This is similar to the impression 
I 
whiab. Wikler and Zimmering and others find in the ::tr studies I 
of narcotic addicts, as stated in Chapter II~ 
The writer; s interest in knowin_a tha atat~s of t 
o "" : parE!!n s, 
living or dead~ and of siblings.;? bad two. sour-eiUO (l) tQ 
I 
I 
I 
t 
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'Ulld.erstand to what extent this may be significant 1n the 
patient t s illnes-s and (9) to determine 'to w'b$.t degree 
relatives participate . in th.s treatl!lent situation. A survey 
of' this .factor reveals tb.e.t among tht:J !33 patients, the 
la:rge~;Jt group;;< 13 or 36 per cent bad both parents dead. JB . ne 
had one parent dead and seven hs..d. both parents living,.. Four 
' of the pal'ettts were divorced or separated. The status ef one 
patient was unknown1 bacauaa of unwillingness to disclose 
' 
personal data. 
Twenty .... three of the patients bad. sibl.inga'" Six patients 
bad none and in .four ca~esl the information was not rec.orded.. 
50 
ln the following table the. type of ad.dio.tion is t>resente ·• 
The writer did not pay particulaJ.'l attention to .. the factor of 
primary addiction~ be it alcohol or. dru.ga. in .any of the in-
stances where a combination existed. It is not always 
posaible to ,distinguish precisely which was the .main addie:bion. 
When the patient waa a~itt$d at one t~e for alcoholism or 
at another time for drug add.iotion.~ It is important to 
understand. howeV'er 1 , tbat the oontbinat:ton of opiate drugs 
with alcoholism is usually .more _'rare than the eombination 
of be.rbiturataa with aloob.oliam.. The reason lies. in the 
fact that the stimulus of the opiate drugs is so strong 
usually that a .patient who is prim.ar'-lY an O]?iate addict will 
. l ' 
not be satisfied with al.coho1,.:./ If h<it i·s an alaoholic 
.1/Thia information was obts.ine.d in conversations with the 
medical resident, though not repeated in the precise words. 
primarily, h.a can also satisfy his needs for rela.xe.tion 
through the sedative eff.ectll! of the barbiturates 1. whose 
effects bave been described in Chapter II. In OI;le instance 
the:re is a male patient who relates absolutely that he 
becante addicted to ba.J:'bitura.te·s in order to r&lax from the 
effects of drinking alcohol. 
Table 4. Type of Addiction 
Type of Addiction Male 
<X> C2J 
Heroin~ •. ~~···•··•••···•~ 14 
Opiates and alcohol~.~. ~ 4 
Demerol and alcohol. • •. 1 
Opiates and barbiturates l 
Barbiturates........... 1 
:Barbiturates and alcohol 3 
Opiates and bromides ••• 
Total····~···· 24 
.Female Total 
(5 J C4 J 
4 18 
l 5 
1 
1 
3 4 
~ 
l l 
The majority of both male and female patients are 
addicted to heroin the popularity o.f which was explained il:l 
Chapter II. It is smuggled into the country in small 
quantities as a pure concentrate, taking up little spa~e. It 
can easily- be diluted by adding milk and sugar, thus inc:rea.s.-
1 
ing the original quantity in large amounts_d' 
The second largest group of male patients s.Fe addicted 
,1/Dr, 'fhimann gave this information to the writer in a o9n~ 
veraation on this subjeot• 
.............. ----------------------~----
to opiates and alcohol. All of the Negro patients use 
heroin while tb.e two Ob.inese patients use morphine a.lild 
heroin.: 
Among the female patient.s, foul:l ot' tb.eir group taka 
ba:ra'bitura.tes which were more readily obtainable for them .. 
Two were nurses, anotb.er was a hospital. aide. The fourth 
bad a preseription wbieh eould be readily refilled,. 
Not indicated statis't:tcally is the fact that ·of the 
total population, seven men bad had previous treatment for 
·withdrawal of drugs and bad relapsed<!i- None of' the .female 
patients- bad ever been treated be.fore .. Four patients we:r-e 
in the 20-29 age group,, iiWQ -of whom were Negrae s • Another 
patient was in the 30-39 ·- Gategocy ~, ·a. Negro patient, and 
the otb.e:r?s were in the 40-49 and 60-59 age groups,, one each 
respectively. These figures. are , small but reflect a more 
intensive search for tr'eatmen~ icl,r this group in the younger 
adults. 
The largest number of patients,- 1'7 ol:i 50 per cent of 
the group were addicted :for a pe!'iod ranging .from one to 
five years. The se.cond largest grouping, sight -- seven mall 
.and one woman were. addicted for a period o:t' 5-10 y-ears. 
Five patients bad been using ~rugs f'or 10-l5 rears and three 
for leas t'ban a year. It is presumed by the writer that 
those using drugs over a leng~P period of time are in the 
olde:u age group and eo:rrespolhp.ingly those addieted. for a. 
shorter period of time would 'be in the younger age gr©up.s., 
:.': 
Table 5• :Professed Reasons for Addiction 
Professed reason 
{1) 
To relieve painn ~. H 
Emotional or 
. persqnality problem~ 
Social reasons !/•·. • '!. 
To reliEiva·alooholic· 
effeots, ••• ~ •• ·,~~·• 
Unknown E/~. !~ ~" ~· • •· •" 
Male Female 
a 
7 
6) 
l 
2 
24 
(3) 
3 
6 
Total. 
.(4) 
ll. 
13 
6 
l 
2 
!}Social reasons refers to groups of pe:t"S ons. 
using drugs at the same time. 
E/Unknown category indicates that informB.tion 
as to this categery was not obtainable~ 
From tb.is table: it is elear that the largest grouping 
gives evidence of emotional or personality problems. or 
these, fiva relate traUll18. which p:tJeoipi~.ate the addiction. 
Among this group are two Negr.oes .• As indicated in Obapter 
it is considered t'.bat a basic emgtional or personality pl·cD-
given social and emotional or eoonomie stresses and a con-
ducive environment, tne person chet!l~es drug addiction as his !! 
solution to problem.s. Eleven patien~s continue to take 
Eight of 
these patients are in the age grouping over 40. Those 
patients. wl:io use drugs for social raas.ons or 
...................... ----------------------~ll------
1 il 
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1.4 
: !! <J 
I r are in the younger age grouping o:f 20..,.29 predominan'bJ.y. 1 I 
1
1. I. In considering the diagnoses which have ba.en made by 
'I I tho eXamining psycbiati'ists 1n 25 oases, the le.r>gost gr>oup, 11 
14 in number, fall into the class'if'ioat.ion of the em.ot1ona11 1, 
I 
II 
I 
I 
;I 
1ll>mature,. dependant personality type, This ia :ln keeping 11 
with the general diagnostic imp:re.ssion in the literature on I 
drug addiction a.nct has been discussed in Ob.aptar II. Nine I 
I 
of these patients are ·bertrvrta"a·n the ages or 20 ... c9 and five are II II I over 40 .•. · The second. largest group of f'our is placed in the eategory of dep:reasionl two are NegroBs in the.ir twant'ies> 
anothe~ is in the 50'!'!'89 group .and one white male i.s 1n the 
.fourties. There are three psychotics. two schi~o:td and. one 
oompulsive and psychopathic personality each. 
Further investigati.on of the dynam;i..os. involved in 
narcotic addiction might refleet directly on the reasons f'o:r 
addiction 9.s disou.ased previously, in the w~i:ber 's opinion.-. 
Table 6. Source of' Ra:f'erra 1 
Source of Refe:rra.l Mala 
( l) (2). 
Doctor or.hospita.1~~·- 10 
· Family agency •••• ·••••• 4 
Family ! ......... ·~ !0 • • • • • • • • 5 
Sa 1£ • • • • • -· •.•. • • • ~ ~ •• ,. ~ ~- i. 
Boston Committee for 
Alcoholism .•. !0." ••• • •• 
Unknown ••.• • • ·• •.•.• • • • ·• ... 
Total." •. • ••.• •• 
1 
1 
..... 
24· 
Femal.a 
(3) 
5 
2 
1 
1. 
Total 
(4) 
15 
6 
6 
4 
l 
l 
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I' 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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At times it was not pos~ible to distinguish betwe~n 
b.espital or private medical referral to the Washingtonian 
Hospital. Firteen patients of tne·tots.l'gli'oup of 53 were 
referred by pbysic.ia.ns howeV'er, which indicates that these 
patients recognize-d a seJJious mectica;L problem involved and 
, ' i • " • ' .' ~ ~ ' 
sought help fer their addiction.~·· 'The· second. largest group-
ings o:f six eaah are .family agene1e$ and. the .t"amily. itself 
whiob. are in&trumental in bringing pa:hients to the hospital 
fat' treatment~ . Foul' of s:tx patients are Neg:11oes who were. 
referred by family agencies beoa:use they lacked financial 
resources for treatment·~ Altogether twenty·-two out of 33 
patients used fJ.ome oomunity resource as hospital,. docto:rt 
or family agency, and the Boston Committee f~-r Alcoholism 
which referred one patient for treatment; indicating a most 
substantial use of the local community. 
Families themselves brougb;b six ;patients in f'or 
treatment·.~ This fact? plus the involvement of the family 
' 
agency would appear to be most significant in the treatmen:b 
II 
I 
I. I' 
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l situation, .. and this will be considered in tb.a Chapter on · i 
Casework Focus .. ~~~ 
S1llllllUl:xoy of Findings.~~ Too :foragoing doseriptivo factoJ:>sll 
o:f the total population of drug addicts. treated at the il 
11 ll Washingtonian Ho~pit~l show that tb.a largest grou.p of pat is nt$. 
il 
t'al1 into the y-oungest age categol?y. This factor o! youtb. I! 
would be consist.Snt with the general trends in the adult II 
drug addict population. 
II q 
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Fifteen patients are currently lillarried~. while five, 
others are separated or divoroed. One may wonder to What 
extent ma::rriage among drug addicts reflects a tendency 
toward normal haterose:~;ual ralationships 1: for among drug 
addicts the ability to m.a.intain interpersonal relationships 
is weakened due to their aalt.,.$-b·sorption in the e;rele of 
drug usage.. However, in this: study the natura of such 
.. 
. relationships is not pursued but is left for .further in~ 
vestigatioo.... ·Fifteen patients h.a..d children and thus were 
burdened with familial and economic responsibilities whiah 
were presumably maintained with soma difficulty insofar as 
we sea a large number of patients finding resources ill 
fantily agencies o.r hospitals., 
'• 
The majority group is white and Catholic in rGligion,. 
p:resum.ably because Boston ia a Oathol.io· eity. The numbers 
I 
II 
jl 
of Jewish, Negro, and. OhinEt::te patients represent tigu:res 11 
proporti~nately higMr than tllair distl:'ibution in the genaralli 
populat:toi, of' tlla. United States. Thia f'aot might represent a tl 
local fa()tor alao 1 though this has not been sufficd.ently !l 
investigated as far .as geographical distvibution i.a conaernedJ 
I' I! I !i 
l 
In general, the statistics on education of patients in. 
tb.is group compare :c: well with the percentages in the total 
l 
population, ind.i0ating that na:veotic addiction ~xist.s at ail t 
,, 
p educational levels... 11 
!I Concerning occupation and employment;· th& largest group, i': 
I! h 21 in number is skilled although only 11 are employed,. Arnong 
11 I' 
I! 
the 11. 'tl.l:lsk!J .. l.ed patientsj. eight $.re unemp:Leyed.. Seventeen ,l i! 
pa:ti{llnts .are un.empl.o:y-ed wh:toh presumes some f!naneial stPess~! 
There appears to .'be a tendency toward more employment and. 11 
employability Q,lllong tb.e skilled gl'oup o:e workera. l 
Twa lva patient~ nave n(i) living parents. BE!Ven have I! 
both parents living-! Twenty· .. tbree patients have siblings 
which ind.ioata that some family participat~on mig:b:t be 
expected in add1t1on to ma.rcital partners-. In 90 instances 
there is evidence o:f disharmony in the parent-patient 
relationship at some time-. 
The largest group o.f addi~ts. use he!ioin which is the 
popu.l:ar drug among the total estimated d.!"q.g population .•. 
Seven patients. bad had some previous withdrawal treatment.,. 
lfour of these were Negroes referred to the b.ospita;L by a 
I 
I! 
II il 
l1 
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!I family ageney~ !n genel'al. th~se men were in the younger age II 
li 
categories.. The largest numbe:r .of patients were ad.diated fori! 
a period v.:arying :f'ro:m one to :f'ive -years. .• !t It could be a.s.atl.nledil 
. II 
that the younge.r addiota wel:'e a'ddioted for a. period shortel? II 
ll 
II 
t1:1an the oldar d'l?ug addict who u.:sed dr~gs f'o:rt pex>iods. u.p tm 
!, !I II Thi:rteen patients _g· ave e. vidence of addict:to .. n because ef li 
ll e:motiona.l trauma or pe.:vaonality problems.~ Eleven patients 
use drugs follewing surgery whieb. indicates a peraona.li.ty 
predispoaitiou towards addiction·• Six ;profess to ttse d::rugs. 
through eompanionsb.ip. a.ssoa.iatio;o.a ... 
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Psyehiatrio d.iagnose;:~. of' .25 patients find the lal'gest 
n'tlltlber obaraoterized as emotional, imrntature and dependent. 
These are 1.4 in number. Fo·ur patients a1"e predominantly 
depressed1 three are psychotic~ two are schizoid,~ These 
diagnoses indicate a substantial numbe!' ot t1ndeJ:J;lying 
personality disorder$ which is consistent. with impressions 
.f:rom othe:r studies o:f' naraotic ad.diets as-discussed in 
Chapter II~ 
Fifteen patients were re:t'el!lred for treatment by-
physicians and hospitals and six by famil-y agencies~ This 
is a substantial use of' comm:unity resouraeuJ ~ 
In this study., mo.tivation toward treatment is not. 
studied nor is indiV'idual financial responsibility as· a 
motivating factor considered.. The writer suggests these as 
f'u.rtb.er f'aotors to be investigated. 
' " 
1\ 
OHAPrER V 
CASEWORK OOOUS WITH TEE PAT IEN!S 
In the previous chapter the write'I' presented tb.a 
descriptive characteristics of the 33 drug addict patients 
in. treatment. Twenty of these had some casework service. 
O:f these, seven were woman and 13 man. All but one patient 
were hospitalized.. The non-h<Hipitalized. patient was tJ;>eated 
by a psychiatrist on an out ... patient basis but had soms 
initial casework service priOX' to acceptance in the clinic. 
In considering the rea..sons vtny the total group of 33 
were not gi'ven casework service o:f s orne s O'I't:~ it becomes 
li (I 
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evident that it is not due to the. particular ebaraeteristics !~ 
!I 
of tb.a patients; it is stated by .Miss Price, Director of the ll 
Social Service Departmantjj to the writer that e:x:igencies ef !I 
time and a small casework staff did not permit that each jl II 
patient be interviewed or their s:ttua tion e:x.plered for II 
II possibilities of casework help.. ln addition, the fact that 1 I 
ma.ny patients left the hospital before oom.pleting their 
medical treatment, prevented the initiation of casework 
contact .. 
This group of 20 will be considered from. these view -
l, 
h 
I! !I 
II il 
I! 
!! 
points: the persons or agencies with whom the oaseworke;c wasil 
II 
I! II -39- I! 
I 
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activet, the intensity of conta.c.t and areas in which the 
caseworker was act i~e. 
Tabllil r;. Source of' Contacts 
~ourca of Contact No. Oases 
{1) . (B') 
Oonta.ct with patient only... 5 
Contact with relative only... 2 
Contact with patient and 
'I"elati-ve only. • • •• •• •• ;;. 4 
Contact with patient and · · 
soc :tal agency only .... ., .. 9 
Cont!il.c.t with patient, 
relative and soc ia.~. a.genc:r. i..l2 
An analysis of the above table reveals that in tbree 
oases the patient wa.s seen alone and in 15 instances the 
caseworkel' treated the patient in cooperation with relatives 
and other agencies. There were only two cases where no 
direct contact with the patient took place. In these cases 
!I 
I 
I 
l 40 
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t:ne relatives of the patient ware interviewed for. the purpesa !1 
of securing information as to the pe.tient '• history, as tb<t ~~~ 
patient himself was too sick to be interviewed. The largest ! II 
group, nine, showed tbat the caseworker bad contact with tb.e !! 
II patient and s oc:ial agencies such as Family Service, Depart-
ment of Public Welfare, or hospitals • 'I !, 
q 
ij The casewerker r 
II 
Among the 20 patienta 1 15 bad relatives. 
!i ,, 
• 
;!l, ~ 
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r li~. bad contact with eight of these which represents a ·aub-
111 atantial proportion of family members involveQ in the treat- :1 
m.ent of patient's illness. I 
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Table 8. Number of Recorded 
Casework Interviews 
with Patients 
No. of Interviews 
(1) 
None·-~ .. ,~-· •··•:• .,._ .• , .•.•.•. 
1-tt: e"O. ·• • ·e,. • • • · •···-. · ~ ., e ·•· • 
2 ................. ,. ·····-~-· 
3 ~-- •.••. ~- ~ .• ~ ..••..• ·~·~·· ·\···· 
4 • •.•..... ·--····: •... ····- •.• ~,. •·· ..•. 
5 ., .• ,. -~ !f •..••.• •·· •·. ·•· ~v··· ••)'e• 
6· •.•.••.• -~-·- ·•·· "" •· ~ ....... ··~ •· .;. 
:7 • ~- -e· •. ~- .•..•. i ••. •·· ~- •.•..••• ; 
10 ....... -~ •••••.••• , •..• , 
Total •• ,.., 
No. of Oases 
( 2 ). 
2 
3 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
l 
1 
19 
The tabula tiom of recorded intervie.ws when averaged 
i 
I 
I 
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show that there are approximately 3.8 or four interviews witi 
each of 19 patients who were seen prior to or <luring l1 
hospitalization. The patient who was seen during 104 inter- l 
viewing sessions bas not been included in this tabulation 
because it is an extreme .figure and if included would over-
weight the total figure unduly·"' 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
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,: 
1: The range of interviews; excluding the extreme case, 1/ 
varies from none to 12. The variation in number o.f 
I . 
,L_ 
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intervie~s 
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1 is related primarily to the length of hospitalization and 1! 
I type of problem. handled in the casework situation which will i) 
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be discussed later. 
The number of recorded contacts with relatives or other 
agencies such .as the Family Service Society or Department of 
Public Welfal'e ranged from two to 17 contacts, by tela phone 
or face-te-face contact. The lB.IJger number of contacts is 
:t?elated to the patients who were longest in casework treat-
ment. In the case of the patient for whom there are 104 
interviews, thal;'e are also three with relatives and 1'7 oon-
I 
tacta with agenoies. Where there were seven interviews with li 
one patient, there ware 10 contacts with .family and ageneias .. J! 
! 
Frequency of contao.ts is seen to be related in moat 
instances to the length of· hospital stay. In five oases, 
I 
I 
li 
the writer finds that the.re Wel;"e short-term contaeta of one ~~ 
week's duration. This would indicate that the patient with- l 
drew from casework treatment concomitantly with his medical I 
I 
withdrawal from treatmen1r; this implies that discharge t.akes 11 
place against medical advice,. Foul' patients remained in the li 
hospital for two wee kB, ten others bad hospitalizations 11 
ranging from a few days to three weeks • The longest pe:r.ied I! 
'I 
of' hospitalization was that of' a .female patient who eontinue4, 
h i 
. '1',,·,' 
to remain in t e hosp tal for over a year during which time 
/I 
In considering the rol.a o.f the oaseworker and the contet:Ut 
II 
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aha was seen .frequently by the caseworker ..• 
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[1 
ot the casework relationship, it is important to examine tlw II 
goals involvedil This has been discussed in Chapter lii in II 
the presentation of the work of the Social Service Departmen~~ 
II 
where it baa been pointed out that the major ro la ot the 1 
I 
i 
caseworkEJl," is a supportive ·one~ The addieted patient 1 
presents manifold problem.s and what these are and on what 
casework focuses is the "next ponoern~ Gordon Hamilton has 
used the term focus to lOO&il 
s.tudy. 
In examining the types of' problems wb.ich arise 1:n the 
casework contaot 1 the following definitions are used to 
describe each area of focus. 
1. Adjustment to hospital ... includes discussion of any 
admission contaot as well as treating the ambivalence 
expressed by the patient about remaining in the hospital fer 
Gomplete treatment·· ·· 
2. Pre-treatment .,. in&ludes gathering social information 
about the patient and determining his readiness for psycho-
tb.eJ?apy ;. 
:3 •/ Disob.arg8 ... means the exploration of plans which the 
patient intends to carry out upon his leaving the hospital# 
as well as determining his readiness for discharge. 
1/Gordon Hamilton~ The Theory and Practice af Social Oase 
Work. Columbia University .Press. 195!• P• 240. 
e. 
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Tabla 9~ Areas of Oasawork Focus 
AI'ea of Focus No~ of Casas 
L, Adjustment to b.Ospital •• -~ •.• ., ~ ••••• 
2 ~- Pre-treatment .• • ,.~ • ., ••··-•. jf." ......... ~-
5 • Dis charge •••••• , •• ". , ., ;o ., •.•• ~ ~ • -~ ... ~ 
4 ~ Finances and .family-. difficulty • •• -" 
5. Adjustment to hospital· and finances 
6 •. Adjustment to hospital.~ family- · 
· difficulties and employment ••.•• ~ 
7. Adjustment to family di:t'fiault,.- and 
discharge"--•'•- •: ••• "~ '· ....... , • ·;; •• ., ~ ••• 
8. Adjustment to hospital and pre-
traat.ment •.•• , ·t .• ", •. , .. ~ ·• • 1;- •••••••• -·", 
9. Family· dift'ieulty, finances and 
dis charge •••••• -• ....... , .• 4! •. '" " •• ,. • 
10, Financas 1 employment and discharge 
11. Finances, employment·,. disoha:Pge 
and adjustment to hospitaLn •. , .,. 
12. F1nancesp employment, adjUlatm.ent-
to hospital and pre-.-t:PeatnlBnt ••• 
13. Adjustment to hospital, family 
difficulty and finances ••.• , ...... 
14. Adjustment to hospital·.- finances 
and discharge .•• -~ ••••• -~ .. ~~~ •••••• 
15. Adjustment to employPlent, •• -~· •••• -. .. 
16 .• Finances~ family diffioulty end · 
dis charge • ·• •••••• _ •.••. , .• -· •.• -~ ••••• ~ 
Tot-al .•••••• ~ 
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In analyzing the areas of casework focus, it is evident 
that the caseworker was active in mo!'e than one area of 
problems in the mjor1ty of cases. In seven cases the 
wo!'ker concentrated on one ape cifio problem,. in seven other 
eases she coped ·with three ape ci:fie difficulties, and in 
th:J:fee instances eaob, was active on two to four problems~ 
·Finances is t problem of ooneel"n in nin& cases out o,f 
so~ This may be ralat$d 'to the fact that ten patients out· 
/! 
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of this group are unemployed and tbus the w.o rk&r is active j 
with other ageneiea also such as tha Fillmily Service or Board 1! 
of Public Welfare which help finance the patient's ·hosp~tal ... I 
I 
il 
I' I' 
ization. 
Family re.la.tionships is anether area of conce::un 
specifically in ·seven cases and adjustment to tb.e hospital 
and giving support to the patient during the difficult 
withdrawal period is the foeus in seven instances too~ 
Summary of Findings • .,. .... Of the 33 drug s.dd:tGtS treated 
at the hoa.p:ttal, 20 had Gasework serv:tea-. In 18 oases 1 the 
patient was sean alone o:t~ in cooperation with relatives or 
other agencies. There were only two· -ins.ta.noe:s in which 
there were no interviews dire otly with the patient :e 
The f:requenGy or oontact or ~eo.oJ?ded- interviews va:t>ied 
from one to 104 intervie-ws '" The ma.j-ori·t;v we!'e seen on an 
average of 3-5 times and this is :related to the length o:f 
hospitalization period.-. 
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The frequency of contact with patient, rela tivas or 
social agencies is also directly related to length of 
I hospitalization~ Where there was. a. patient in treatment :for 1 
over a year there are recorded interviews with relatives, 
three in number, and 11 other contacts by telephone, letter, 
or· interviews with other agencies! 
The caseworker is active in more than one area in the 
casework re lat icnahip. In seven instances ,she concerned 
~raelf with one sp~cific problem, and in seven other cases 
II 
11
'1 
II 
I 
I 
II 
she copes with three ape.oific areas. 1j 
The dominant areas o.f concern presente.d by the patients l1 
II lie within the areas of finances~ family re lationahips and 1 
adjustment to the hospital~ 
In all instances the fact oannot be separated out that 
all the patients have some underlying ~otional problems 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
which a!'e handled in the casework ralationsbip but which are II, 
not considel"Sd as a specific area of focus~ 
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CHAPTER VI 
PRESENTATION OF CASE.S 
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As this study is primarily descriptive, the presentation I 
I 
of' eases in this chapter will highlight tb.e two main purposes 1j 
set forth in tba first o.ba.pter., They are a consideration of' I 
tb.e background characteristics of the drug addict and the 
areas of problems which the caseworker handles 1n the treat-
ment situation. It is the writer's considered opinion that 
I 
I 
I 
•I 
II 
a selection of cases could. not justif'iably represent casework II 
with a narootia patient beeo.use of tbs multitude of variable• II 
present in the case. Therefore 1 a brief SUliU!lB.ry on each case I 
I 
is now presented in which all the primary obaracte:ristics of I l 
the patient in his situation are seen in light of' their 
interrelationships and what this means to the caseworker as 
far as focus is concerned. 
CASE I 
Background inf'orma tion:.-- .Mrs. :S. L,. is a 27 year old 
white female; divorced from hal' aaoond ·husband" There 
are no children of this union. She was admitted for 
treatment of moP:Phine addiction~ upon referral by a 
physician. A receptionist by oo.oupa tian, she is un-
employed upon admission~ She became addiatad. to drugs 
! 
li 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
after hospital :1z at ian following a suicide attempt. ! 
This patient has a long history of' impulsive behavior I 
with small regard for soo.ials moral and religious a odes ·I' 
. 1\ 
Her early history reveals a broken home. Mo.the:rt was 
married twioe end father also married tw:!.cB. M!"s ~ !,tv 
I 
Jl~.--. 
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lived with her gPandmother from the age of three. As 
an adolescent she waa sent to reform school as an in-
corrigible child• Her first marriage was at the age 
of 17 to an alcoholic whom she divorced at the age of 
21. Her second marriage lasted five years and ended 
in divorce. The reasons for separation are not in-
dicated but it is considered that the patient,. in 
grief, made several dramatic attempts at suicide. Her 
last attempt resulted in a fracture of the femur 
following which she was given morphine to relieve the 
pain. She continued to taka this following her dis-
charge from the hospital, thus acquiring an addiction. 
Casework contact.-- The patient was seen once by the 
caseworker to explore the possibility of' entering 
psychotherapy, but the patient was not amenable to 
this. Contact with this patient was terminated with 
the patieri.t's.discb.arge from the hospital after a two 
weeks' period, against medical advice. 
The primary focus of' exploring the possibility of 
the patient 1 s continuing in treatment was not achieved in 
this interview. This patient was cons ide red an emotionally,, 
immature and unstable person who was not willing to accept 
insight into her impulsive behavior .. 
CASE II 
Background information.-- Mrs .. G. R. is a 34 year old 
Negro married female who became addicted to heroin 
following her marriage nine months previously. She 
was a waitre as, unemployed upon adm:tss ion,. and referred 
to the hospital by a f'a.mily agency .•. 
The patient's childhood was fraught with difficulty. 
Father was an alcoholic and there was always domestic 
discord in the home and economic deprivation. Mrs. R. 
left home at the age of 16 and married at the age 'of 
17. This husband deserted her within a. year after 
ma!'lriaga ., Mrs. R.: married again and seamed to f'unotion 
well until the death of her husband i'rom tuberculosis. 
After his death aha was depressed for two years. She 
married for the third time, a man seven year~ her 
junior., who introduced her to the usa of narcotics.-
It was the psychiatrist's impr·eSsion that her third 
marriage revived depressed and hostile fee lings which 
she ha.d had after her second husband 1a death. 
Casework contact ..... -. ~he casework relationship concerned 
itself with arrangements .for patient's admisa ion,. as: 
her hospitalization was financed by a family agency 
and it was 'Uilde:t>atood that the. pa:tient ;was to return 
the:t>e after dis charge from treatment.. The so,cial 
worker did not wish to admit this patient at the same 
time that her husband applied i'or treatment. The 
worker' a reasoning was tba t it might prevent the 
patient from mobilizing hars<tlf to full participation 
. in the treatment.. Mrs •. R. was not amenable to post-
ponement and was finally admitted.., 
During the patient 1 s ''hospital stay, there were two 
interviews with her,.. relative to 'l:ler ability to adjust 
to the hoapi:'Jal, an~ treatment.,, . ThGJ:Ia we.~ no· attempt 
to explore further into the patient's problema as it 
was un,derstood that she was to retu.rn :f' or further 
treatment to the family- agenc~ after disobarge .. 
The patient proved to be ooo:,parative and rama.·!.r'led in· 
the hospital close to, thrE!!e weeks, leaving bs.fDI·\S 
completion of treatment. The easeworker be).iaves 
that the unexpected and hasty withdraw~l :from treat-
ment was influenced by the fact that the hospital moved 
from one location to another at this time!· This 
ereated some additional anxiety among the patients and 
may have influano ad this patient alae •. 
In the cas13 of Mrs •. R., the .focus o:f casewor'k contaats 
were clearly designated to two areas) admission and adju.at-
ment to the hospital .. and contact w1 th the patient ceased 
with her discharge and referral back to the family agency •• 
CASE III 
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Background informs. tion.,-- Mrs. G. 8. is a B7 ~ear old 
1
:,: 
white 1 Jewish married woman" nurse by profeasion~ but 
currently unemployed because of her addiction to li!j 
demeroL. This began three years prior to her a.:pplioa-
tion for treatment. The patient was referred by a. 
hospital because her bebavior at work was negatively I! 
~::~u::c:::: :::ya:::::i:;·divorood parents, Arter J 
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whom she retained aff'aotione.te feelings and had some 1 
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.feelings of guilt at losing hinh Correspondingly~ 
she was le sa attached to motb.a:t> ~~ The psychiatrist 
sa.w the patient a;:~ an obsessive 1 compuls iva neurotic 
. who was reacting bar· parents' pattern o:t' family life I 
1n her own marriage j!· Mother had worked for many years, 
while father remained in the home.. The pa.tia.nt was also ! 
doing this. I 
)lreL. S. professed to· take. drugs because she was lonely 
and had no friends .. II 
Casework contact. •'"'- This. patient we.a tha only patient I 
t . I admitted for out ... pa. iant treatment without prior 1 
hos. pi taliza.tion. The ctulaW. orker had one interview with !I 
her to eatabli ah her eligibility for treattm nt and 
motivation, and to make the necessary finanoial arrange-
1 
manta • · I 
The caseworker was able to fo cua on md determine the 
patient 1s capacity to enter psychotherapy and reconmiended. 
he:r :t'eferreJ. for psychiatl'ic treatm.ent on an out· ... patient 
basis. 
:Oackground information.-- Miss H, K.. ;s a 47 year old 
white single woman, addicted to barbiturates for 12 
years. The patient worked as an aide in a hospital 
w'i1ioh rs.ferred her for treatment. Little is known of 
her familial histo~· 
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This patient was considered ·by the ps:y-chiatris;t to be I 
a schizoid pars anality with peraeoutocy delusions 1 1 
ideas of reference and auditory balluoinationa. Miss K. 
1
. 
had faw friends, little social life and no hobbies. 
She was tense and nervouS'~ and 'drugs nkept her from Ill 
feeling wobbl,- ,u she said. 
. .. 'l 
Casework contact .. -- :Miss E. •. was hcap1talized to~· three 1
1
! 
weeks and in two interviews attention was focu~ed on I 
making financial arrangement. s and olarif':y-. ing the ~m.plo.y-~·1 
ment status of the patient with the employing hospital. j 
There were also three contacts with thE! Board of Public 1 
.lfiN~ ~ 
It was the social worker's keen perception of the li 
,. 
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patient's personality difficulties the.t resulted in 
immediate payohia.'trio consultation and subsequent 
transferral of Miss K. to e. State Hospital. 
Thus, with Miss K. the caseworker .facilitated the 
patient's admission to the hospital by clarifying her employ-
ment status, a n1ajor concern to the patient. The worker's 
ability to recognize the degree o.f disturbance in this person 
resulted eventually in her trans.fer to a State Hospital for 
further treatment. 
CASE V 
Background information.-- Mrs • H. F. is a whit'a married 
woman, 46 years of age~ mother of two children,, one 
married, the other a teen-..ager.. Mrs • F. was Seplrated I 
from her husband .five years, previous to date of hoapit- j 
alization. She was referred .for treatment of barbiturate 
addict ion o.f 5-10 years dura.t ion by the Department o.f Ill 
Public We l:fare and a family agency which together _! 
:fi.na.n•}ed her treatment. 
' iVl:r•s. F. was the a lde st of ten children. She therefore 
carried a great ·deal of responsibility in the family 
and always bad the fee ling from childhood on that no one I 
oared for her, and particularly her ·mother. Her father 
was brutal to her. 
' I The patient was n:arriad for twelve years when husband I 
I
. separated .fran her and there was no contact between him 1 
and the family a inca. MI'S .. F.'s early history as we 11 j 
as marital life b.e.d economic difficulties and dependence 
1
. 
l
j upon public welfare institutions .for as.sistance. 
1
1,. Mrs • F. had. begun taking drugs to relieve pain~ and .. , 
pressure in her head.. For t be past two years prior I 
I 
to hospitalization, sm becaiiB withdrawn socially il II 
did not leave the house, was neglectful of her 
I personal habits as well as.~ the hause and children. ' 
I 
Upon admission to the hospital she was found to be lj 
.a badly malnourished and taking at least twelve II 
'W , barbiturate pills daily. II 
1
1
! Oase:worlf contact ....... This case represents the longest ! 
I period of cont inuoua casework s.ervioe in that Mrs. F. I ~ . 
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entered the hospital for the complete six. weeks with- 1 
drawa:L pe:riod and then became e. resident 'O.D.dsr the · 
ni.ght hospitalization pla. n, for over a ';{ear and a ba.l.f.l 
Bhe was sean on a regular weekly basis varying .fl'OJn 
one to two or mor.e times so tba.t there are appro:x:i.rnatel'Yll 
104 recorded interviews w:ttb her. There are oonoomi- 11 
tantly- three interviews with her daughters and several I 
telephone and other (}ontaots with the public agency and , 
f'amily agency involved. I 
i 
The br~Dad plans that were worked on ha.d to do .first 
with her physical rebabilite.tion, and seoondl:r to help 
her to develop those strengths within her so that she 
might be enabled to retwn to the· e omnunity"' The · 
worker gave thiS pe.tielnt a gro.eat deal of emotional ·1 
$upport during the diffieult withd:rawal period.. Once I 
this was achieved, oasework was concentrated on helping 1 
her to aeoept living in the hospital on tl::la working I 
protection or night hospitali.zatcion plan. She Waf! . 
assisted. in getting a job~ There ware problems that she 1 
ba. d .. in the area.. of so. eiali~ati.on and. rela ... tionships to I 
persons and this was an important foeu.s in treatment. 
She waa also helped in gaining insight into her rolf!~ a~;~ 1 
a motl;oor to he!" ehild:l?en.:· Her problem of dependency an : 
aonsequent.fear o:f loss of love was a dominant element I 
in tbe casework relati·onship. 
Indirect service to the children was rendered. by the· 
caseworker through her contacts witb. the family and. 
public we lfe.re .agenciEHil, as far as their care was con ... 
oerned during mother's hospitalization. The marr:ted 
daughter was seen to obtain social history and explore 
the pose ibility of her becoming· guardian to the younger 
sister during tb.rit treatment period .. 
The patient· was able· to be withdrawn from d;rugs, did get• 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
a job and accomplished much toward the goals of' rebabilitatio·: •: 
When the male casework• r l$ tt the agoney, ho" transfer t o a I 
female eas9workel' brought out another fooua of casework treatt-
rne nt, namely to g 1 ve b.or ide nt 1fica t ion w:i. th an idae.l;..type I 
e woman. Oontaot with thie patient was terminated by her when \ 
the hospital. moved to new surroundings. Moving to a new 1 
_j environlllent wo.s too c.liff'i<>ult an adjustment fo" the patia:~l __ _ 
- lL_ 1r-·-·-
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to make at that particular time. 
This case stands aut in contrast to others in that 
this pat :tent car!'ied out all recommendations directed 
toward total rehabilitation, namely,. a complete period of 
hospitalization for withdrawal, living in the hospital-
and active casework participation. 
CASE VI 
' I 
:Background inform t:ton .... ,_ Miss 0 .. T. is a 37 year.· old I 
white, Catholic single wcman of ltalian origin,. 
adrrl:ttted to the hospital for withdrawal from barbiturates 
of three years duration,., Intrqduction to d:trogs was I 
prec·:tpitatad by treatment of a pulmonary condition. I 
Patient was a trained clerical wo:rker but unemployed at 
the time of admission" 
The patient is tba youngest of siX children 1n a 
closely knit f·amily • .Mother was considered to be 
extremely emotional• Patient had had a series of 
illnesses such as typhoid an~ tube~culos:ts. and bad 
become depressed during her hospitali!Zations and rollow-
ing rathet>l s death~ Miss T. was over-protected because 
of her illnesses and was catered to in all her wants. 
Casework contact.-- Casework service to the patient· 
during her two weeks hospi tali!Z at ion_ could not be 
initiated directly as she was too ill.. There was one 
interview with a brother to obtain .relevant social 
history about the patient.. The examining psychiatrist 
had diagn.oaed this patient as having visus.l and auditory 
hallucinations end recommended her transfer to a state 
hospital. The social worker was active :1n this process • 
. I 
This case represents contact with relatives to obtain 
social hlstory and discuss patient's recommended treatment .. 
With the cooperation of the relative,. the transfer to another! 
I 
I 
I 
hospital for continued treatment was attained .. 
OASE VII 
Background information ...... Miss S. E .. is a 41 year old 
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white, Protestant single woman who is both an 
alcoholic and codeine addict. The patient~ a oompt-
ometer operator~ was unemployed upon admission. The 
patient had been using drugs for six years. 
The history on this patient indicates that she was born 
13 yearo:~ a:f'ter her parents were married:10 Mother died 
when Miss E, was an 'infant" Father died when she was 
six years of age as a result of his being in a drunkep. 
brawl-. She was then plaoed. in seve.ral foster b.l:>mea. 
Miss E, bad many hospitalizations for illnesses such as 
polio, tubereulosia, appendectomy, abdominal operation 
and fractures~ The patient never married and bad no 
close friends although she has had intimate relation-
ships with older men and two children born out of wed-
look; both childl'fBn were given out f'or adoption, 
The patient was considered to be emotionally unstable 
and dependent;, impulsive and of poor judgment; sbs 
suffered !'rom guilt as a result of ber extra-marital 
relationships. 
Casework contact .• -- Casework focus during the patient's 
two weeks hos·pitalization stay was directed towards 
assisting bar to acoept admission to the hospital~ as 
it was difficult for her to seek and aco:ept assistance 
because of. be!' distJ;"ust in people~ The worker encou:r-
aged the patient to be dependent on her and helped her 
to anticipate difficulties when She left the hospital; 
this included job and extra,...,m.arital relationships~ The 
patient terminated casework eontaot when she left tha 
hospital. There were ten interviews with this patient~ 
of varying length. 
This case represents treatment on an intensive basis 
although the patient remained within the hospital for a 
minimum ntun.ber of hospital days. It is not clear in -this 
case which addiction is primary for she uses both aleohol 
and codeine .. 
CASE VIII 
Bacltground information ....... .Mr. C. P. is a 26 year old 
male ~egro heroin addict, married nine months previous 
to admission. His wife is the patient described in 
CASE II. 
54 
M.r. p .. rs mother diad when he was five years of age and 
father dt3Serted the family just prior to mother's 
death.. Patient was in a correction· school until he was 
15 yee.r.s of age at which t ime he ran a way. , Mr. P. 
first used heroi."1 when iii .Phs army and continued this 
after his discharge" ·He had few :f'ri~nds, belonged to 
no o:t>ganizat:ton.s, and nad no. social interests... The 
patient, an.u.nskilled.J:a:oorer, was unemployed since his 
discharge from the army. He then began to engagE!~ in 
petty.thefta and was currently on probation, He ia · 
thought to have introduced his wife to t~ use of drugs. 
also. 
The local famil;r agency in his comm:onity agreed to 
sponsor the treatmen~ of this patient and his wife~· 
Cas,work contact ....... Mr .. P. was seen twiaa by tb.a ca.se.-
workar during bia three weeks hospitalization.. The 
casework plan was to help h~ face the fact that he was 
on probation and. that the officer looking for h:hn. 
would have to know tbat he was under treatment. The 
· worker also showed the patient that· he. could rema:ln in 
the hospital and complete tveatment,: or act out 
impulsively against his own. interests by leaving e.gains1: 
medical advice. The patient chose the latter course. 
As was indicated in the discussion of CASE II, the fact 
that the hospital changed ita location had some unsettling 
effects on a number of patients.., du~ to c iroumste.nces which 
were not possible to controL. Both .Mr. P.r and his wife wa:m 
somewhat abaksn by this event and gave a.s reasons f'or leaving
1 
the pressure to. secure employment and re ... establish thems&lves 
in another home. It bad been understood that the couple were 
to :return to the :ref'arring family agency for further treat-
ment on problems in the marital relationship with which the 
caseworker in the hospital setting did mt conce:Pn himself.-
CASE IX 
Background information-. ....... This patient.,. Mr~ G. J"., is 
a 26 year old, single~·. Negro male referred by another 
hospital for withdrawal from heroin addiction. The 
patient was a musician by occupation, presently un-
employed • 
.Mr. J .. is an only child of' a mother who was living. 
Father died five years prior to patient's admission. 
Mother is said to have babied the boy a lot as f'athe:J? 
travelled a great deal of' the time • In school the boy 
did poorly., though he managed to com.pletm th!'ee )"lars 
of' high school. He left school at this time to take a 
job playing in a band·~· He associated wi.th musicians 
who used heroin regularly. Mr~ J. was re3ect6Hi .foJ:> 
milit·a:ry service because he was found to have· bad illeg-
al possession of marihuana. 
Mr. J.·appeared to be a quiet., friendly, submiasJ.Ve 
person, and was diagnosed as a psychopathic personality 
who acted out his depressed feelings. He had done so 
in the past by leaving home and by a certain amount of 
delinquency. He took heroin in response to fe~lings of 
de pre as ion. 
Casework contact.-- This patient was seen twice during 
a three week hospitalization period, Social service 
was concentrated on getting a social history and pre-
paring the patient for psychiatric evaluation. The 
patient was given support in· adjusting to the hospital 
during the withdrawal period. The mother was also seen 
and discussion with her was focused on the b.a.ndling of 
the patient at home and understanding hi!=! behavior. 
This patient left the hospital before. the advised time 
and contact terminated with his discharge. During his 
hospitalization the patient received encou~agement that 
enabled him to complete the three weeks stay. Further plans 
for his rehabilitation could not be carried out in view of 
his discharge and his cessation of contact .. 
GASE X. 
Background info:rmation.-- Mr. H. W~, is a 25 year old 
Negro married male • He is an unemployed iron worker 
referred to the hospital by a family agency because of' 
his heroin addiction of six years duration. 
The patient's social history reveals that he was an only 
child whose pa. rents aepara ted after, a great deal of 
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' dissension in the home • He lived with mother who had 
remarried. When his mother died, he became depressed. 
He began to smoke marihnana in the company of friends~ 
He continued to use drugs in times of tension. 
After marriage and the birth of three children, Mr. W. 
worked at two jobs to ease the financial strain. To 
relieve the feeling of anxiety and exhaustion he used 
heroin, He cl!Aimed that taking heroin intravenously 
made him feel gopd an~ en~bled him to continue his 
tedious work without diff.iculty ~" 
The examining psychiatrist felt that the patient was 
warding off an underlying ·depression by his addiction, 
in terms of the loss of his mother from which he bad 
not c'ompletely recovered~ 
Casework. contact~,.,.- The patient was 'referred to social 
service durfrig his three week hospitalization period 
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on three oc'caaions. The patient denied his difficultie 
and the fact that he needed assistance .. Mrs. W!' did ~ 
not wish to, coo!)erate in the treatment for abe refused . 
to be interviewed!' Thus, upon discharge against medica 
advice, the patient did not accept the offer for furthe 11 
casework service, 
In this. case the worker focused on the patient 'a 
resistance to treatment but without success. His denial of 
problems and his wife 1s lack of enco~agement to complete 
treatment seemed to be suff·iciently .stron,g a o a& to prevent 
him from entering the casework relationshi..P. 
CASE XI 
Background in.formation~-,.. .Mr. L. :r. is a ~8 year old 
married Negro whose. heroin addiction dates .baqk to five 
years duration... He was referred to the hospital by a 
family agency~ The patient is a twin tp a brother who 
was also treated at the hospital six months previously. 
. . 
.Mr. ;r. 1 a mother is describ€1d to be a dominant person, 
irritable and easily upset. Mr. :J! has always felt · 
closer to mother than to father whom he considered a 
disciplinarian. F.ather is living and divorced from wife 
for 11 years. Mr. :J. discontinued his schooling in the 
second year of high school. He secured work as a cook 
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and 11due to bad companionship 11 began to smoke marihuana. 
After a year he began to take heroin, first by sniffing 
and later intravenously. .lie was arrested after partici-
pating in a :few hold-ups in ordet- to get money for ¢!rugs 
As a result he was imp~iaonsd for three yearS• 
After his release f~om prison he married a motherly type 
of person ·who gave him much affection~ Patient is . 
described as a passive, dependent ~!'son whose problems 
have roots in relationship to fathe:r.- and to brother who 
is the dominant a ibling. ' · 
Casework cont aot .-- During ~he pa ti.ent 1 a six weeks I 
hospitaliza.t ion period, he was interviewed four times. 
The focus was directed to tb& a.:r•ea Of patient's relation-
ship to mother, brother and wif(:} which were to be 
further worked'out when he'would return to the referring 
family agency.. Another major problem was the current 
one of patient's adjU9tment to the hospital.- He showed 
ambivalence about remaining for treatment the full 
length of' tim.e" · 
This patient was able to wor~ through his ambivalence 
( 
toward treatment and did remain for the .full length of time. 
He was referred back to the f,amily agency for continued 
tr~atment. 
CASE XII 
Back~round information.~- Mr. F .. J'. ia a 28 year old 
sing a mala Negro heroin addict, the twin to patient 
cited in CASE XI. Mr. J. is a welder by trade and un-
employed on data of· admission: Mother was partial to 
this twin and over protective of him as ba was thtll 
smaller of the two twins. Mother was always prying into 
his affairs and always "!}old him what to do. 
This patient had previously been treated at tbe Federal 
Hospital at Laxington 1 Kentucky. His history indicates 
three imprisonments for opiate addiction. 
Mr- J'.. did not meika . friends s as ily, was lonely and :fa lt 
batter .when using drugs.. His girl ·friend was also a 
drug addict.. The psychiatrist considered that .Mr. J'. 's 
~in prob~em stemmed from the fact of his baing a twin.-
Although referred to the hospital by a .family agency,. it 
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was thought that the patient did not have as good a 
· relationship with tbat agency as his brother. 
Casework contact.-- The purpose of casework treatment 
during the four weeks hospitalization was two-fold t 
(1) to act as a liason with the family agency relative 
to making plans for the patient and ( 2) to deal with 
the patient's ambivalence toward his .desire to give up 
taking the dr:ugs. During his treatment he was very 
restless and wished to leave the hospital. , T~re were 
nine interV"iews with this patient and it was evident 
that the patient appeared to get ·a ~trong measure o:f 
strength from ths relationship with the worker, 
The patient was able to bring out to the worker a lot 
of feeling tbat he had about.tba family, the hospital, and 
the taking of drugs and wit~ the strong support ·of the case-
worker was able to return to the. family agency for further 
treatment. 
CASE XIII 
Background information •. -- Mr ~ R. N. is a 22 yea!" old 
white single,. JeV'Iish male •. He is a high school graduate, 
working as a salesman when employed, but now .currently 
unemployed. This patient was referred for admission 
following his being apprehended for carrying drugs. 
The patient's history revealed that he was dependent o~ 
mother and jealous of her. His father died when the 
patient was 14 years of age. Father was stern to 
patient and latter did not grieV"e for him when he died. 
Mr. N. began to usa heroin when he was 16 years of age . 
just for the thrill and to be part of a crowd~ j 
Mr. N. was fa lt to be emotionally immature and unstable ,1 
and in the hospital he reacted strongly to authority. 
Casework contact .. :-- The caseworker was called upon to 
discuss with the mother the problem of patient's a.dd.ie-1 
tion. During the patient 1s three day hospital stay, 
there was one inter.·view with the mother, none. with the I 
patient~ On this occasion, the mother indicated that 
her son was strongly attached to her and spoiled both 1 
by herself and maternal grandmother~ Tb.e mothel" did · 
not accept casework serV"ice and contact was terminated 
when the patient withdrew from treatment against 
medical adV"ice. 
This case represents a case of contact with the relative 
only, in an attempt to focus on the patient's illness •. Lack_! 
of insight and cooperation on the part of the parent, plus 
the patient's resistance did not permit further exploration 
into the possibilitia~ of.traatment, 
CASE XIV 
Background information • .,. ... Mr~ ~ .. F. is a 39 year old 
white Jewish male, admitted to the hospital for the 
seventh time because of 'barbiturate addiction. He diad 
dui'i:O.S the last admission. 
Mr. F. was the second eldest of four brothers. He had 
a very close relationship to his mother" . His. father 
was ambitious, successful and critical of patient .• 
Patient had had bronchial astbma since the age of' 10.· 
After his father's death, he went into business with 
his brothers, working as a salesman. .Mr. Fa felt tbat 
the use of dl'ugs which b.e took ovar·a period of ten 
years improved his capacity to work •. 
The patient bad marriect and was _fa~her of one child. 
However, his.wife had separated from him. 
Casework contact.-- The caseworker helped the patient 
adjust to the hospital and worked through with him the 
possibility of night hospitalization, a plan which the 
patient began but did not .continue. Tb.e worker was in 
touch with his brother duri~g his recurrent hospitaliza-
tions, clarifying and landing support to the family 
during this time~ 
Although the patient wa~ considered to be an inadequate 
personality suffering from a psychotic reaction follow-
ing his mother ts death, he was not committable. 
There were several interviews with this patient 1n an 
attempt to make suitable liv.ing arrangements for him so tbat 
he could avail himself of intensive psychotherapy with the 
staff psychiatrist.,. Mr. F!. was- not ab1e to carry through 
with any plan a.hd his repeated withdrawals from treatment 
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death due to toxication of drugs and general exhaustion. 
CASE XV 
Background information~-- Mr .• D .• ;r. is a 42 year old 
whftie~ Catholic~ married male. He is a high school 
graduate and an employed retailer. Mr ~ J .• was admitted 
to the hospital for treatment of drug addiction of 
three years duration. He has admittedly been taking 
seconal for sleep relaxta.tion, and is ref(11Pred :for 
treatment by h~s local 'phys.ieian! · 
The pai.:iant's parents a.r~ deceased and little is known 
of his rela tiona hip to them" As a child the patient 
had br0nohi~l asthma which is considered by some to 
have a psychogenic basis. 
The patient has been married for 18 yeara·to a woman 
who is thought to be aggressive. in contrast to Mr .• J ~ 
who appears to be vary phl9gmatic, shy and dependent'.. 
' 
Within a three month period· of' his first admisa ion f'er 
treatment of drug addiction, Mr. J. ·returned to the 
hospital on two occasions for treatment of alcoholism. 
He 'left on each hospitalization before completion of 
medical t:t~eatment:• 
Casework contact. •. -- During this patient 'a treatment 
i'or drug addiction, he was referl:'ed to social service 
because of his wish to be dis charged before completing 
treatment. There were, two intervie•w6 with the patient 
in which his discharge was discussed,~, The patient 
refused to reconsider completion of' treatment and con-
tact was termina~ed when he left the hospital. 
In this case the focus of the casework relationship 
revolved around the patient ts resistance to treatment which 
could not be overcome and resultad in his early discharge 
f':rom the hos.pi tal. 
CASE XVI 
Background information.-.- Mr. S. F. is a 4? year old 
white married,. Protestant mala, a painter by trade but 
currently unemploy9d. He was referred for treatment of' 
drug addiction from another hospital. Mr. F. became 
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addicted to opiates rollowing an injury and three 
subsequent operations three years previously. 
The pa-tient t a father is deceased and his mother is 
alive. Mr. F. has been married for 27 years and is the 
father of five children. Mr. F. blames his wife for 
his being in the hos p1.tal and has many complaints about 
her unagging" him. On tbe other hand he states that 
only his mother understands him and can help him. 
Casework contact .... - The patient was sean on two 
occasions by the caseworker to discuss tha patient's 
ambivalence about remaining in the hospital to complete 
withdrawal treatment. The patient remained two and a 
half weeks and was then discharged. It was understood 
by the patient that he would return to tba referring 
hospital for further treatment of his neurological 
difficulties. 
It is possible to consider that the hoapitalis change 
in location during this patient's hospitalization may also 
have had soma disturbing effect upon him. This~ in combina-
tion with his initial reluctance to enter the ·hDapital, was 
the focus of casework service which this patient could not 
face. 
CASE XVII 
Back~:vound information.-- Mr. G. C. is a 24 year old 
sing e male ~egro, working as a laborer in a rubber 
COI!lpany • 
Mr .• 0. is the second youngest of five brothe:vs and his 
relationship to them is good. Both parents are living 
and well. .Mother is· considered to be irritable and 
difficult to satisfy, and unsatiable in her wants. 
Mr. C. is the favorite o:f the children, lil.nd he baa 
always tried to be outstanding. In contrast to the 
elder brothers, the patient was given leas help finan-
cially tban they. 
The psychiatrist saw the mother ·as meeting her own 
dependant needs in her children. 
Mr. 0. moved to Boston from another city and found it 
difficult to make f:r>ienda • He was introduced to drugs 
I 
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by acquaintances two years prior to admission .. At 
first, he smoked marihuana and then be began to use 
heroin. He did not commit any anti-social acts, as 
some of his aoquaintan:ces had. 
Casework contact .. -- This pat :tent remained in the 
hospital for a period of ten weeks. During this time 
there were six interviews with the patient and three 
interviews with the father. 
The focus with the patient was on adjustment to the 
hospital, pre-treatment in terms of preparing the 
patient for psychiatric help; and discuasion,of plans 
upon bis discharge. Casework with the parent was con-
cerned with a!'rangement of' .financial terms, obtaining 
social history about tbs patient and parental attitudes 
In the case of Mr. C. there was full cooperation on the 
part of the p&tient who showed much readine s.s to enter treat-
ment and he was able to be withdrawn from drugs. His father 
too was cooperative and secured much support frrnn the case-
worker through the assistance given in financial arrangement 
as well as the understanding and interpretation he acquired 
about th3 son's addiction. After tbe patient's discharge 
from the hospital, tbe worker was notifi.ed of Mr~ C.'s i.n-
duction into the army wi.th the report that he was doing well 
The importance of a relative active in the treatment 
situation gives emotional support to the patient as well, 
a.s is evident in this case • 
CASE XVIII 
Background information •. - ... .Mr~ 8. P .. is a 44 year old 
white divorced, unemployed male referred to the 
hospital for treatment of' nembutal addiction. This I 
.followed a disc ope rat ion two years p:revioua ly. 
This pe. tiant was one of . seven siblings. Both parents I 
are dead. The patient is known to be mentally deficient .• · 
J 
Re ran a.we.:y from school and did not learn how to read 
or write until he was an adult.. His parents babied h 
because of his mental deficiency. 
Mr~ P. waa able to enter the navy, Upon discharge be 
became depressed, and this is associated with his 
mother t a death coinciding with his service discharge. 
The patient was married twice and divorced each time 
with charges of infidelity brou~t against him, 
The patient was hallucinating upon admittance to the 
hospital. 
Casework contaot.-- The caseworker interviewed Mr, P.'a 
brother on tbree occasions during the patient l,g three 
week hospitalization period, These meetings were cqn-
cerned with making f'inancial arrangements with tbB 
Department of Public Welfare and obtaining soc ie.l 
history about the t:a tient ~ 
The patient was too ill to be :Interviewed poth because 
of his hallucinatory state and an acute alooholic 
condition upon admission. The alcoholism was secondary 
to the use of drugs in this case •. 
The patient died within the hospital due to the toxic 
condition of the drugs and alcohol in his general 
debabili·bated state. ' 
In the case. of Mr. P. the casework contact was with the 
relative directly because of the inability of the patient to 
participate in the casework relationship.: !t was helpful to 
Mr •. P.•a brother to have the uncierstta.nding and support of 
the caseworker who could interpret to him Mr. P •. 's physical 
and mental condition; in addition, the caseworker made 
adequate financial arrangements in the admission process 
which helped relieve the family of severe economic st:vain. 
CASE XIX 
characte~ristics.-- Mr. 0. R. is a 21 year 
o d wh te . rotastant married male, employed as a dye 
worker~ Mr. R. was addicted to demerol following a 
series of neurological operations five months prior to 
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admission~ Until that time patient bad never used 
drugs.. An accident which resul.tad in conatant and 
severe pains in his right arm and hand precipit~ted 
this use of medication .. 
The patient was, retiQent in giving information and 
little is known other than that be seemed to be a 
dependent person, both on bia wife to whom he bad been 
married for four months and. on his mother. 
Casework contact~'""'- The patient was hospitalized for 
=three weeks" · Casework was .focused on admitting him 
as a refe.rral for treatment from another hospital.. The 
patient was seen on several occasions and his adju.at·-
ment to the hospital and plans upon discharge were 
discuased. 
The patient 1s wife was interviewed on six occa~iona to 
interpret treatment and hospital care to her. · 
Contact with the patient was terminated upon his dis-
charge from the hospital as he did not wish to particip-
ate in follow-up treatment on an out-patient basis. 
In .Mr. R" t s case the worker was e.qually concerned with 
the anxiety which wife present(lld regarding patient's toler-
ance of treatment 1 as with the patient himself and his 
course of treatment~ 
CASE XX 
Background information.-- Mr. S. L• is a 47 year old 
white married male, Catholic in religion who is admittec 
to the hospital :for treatment of barbiturate addiction 
of n:lne years 1' duration.. He is referred by the county 
physician in his community. Mr .. F. is a music teacher# 
not employed at present • 
Mr. F. said tbat he slept well only wben taking drugs., 
He had always had difficulty since childhood in sleep-
ing, fpllowing an accident whioh gave him nightmares. 
Mr. F. was spoiled by .. _bis mother who used to take him. 
to bed. with her. He always felt nervous a.nd. was re-
jected by the army because of' this. 
Mr. F. bad been married for 16 years and had two 
children. He f.alt overwhelmed by tba financial 
responsibitities of the -household and his inability to 
discipl~ne his childretl. 
Casework contact.-- The patient was hospitalized for a 
four week period and was seen seven t~~s to discuss 
his adjustment to ·the bospi tal, family problem9 and 
plans upon discharge • .Mrs. P. was seep, on several 
occasions and she telephoned frequently to talk about 
the financial problema of the family and Mr .• P. 's . 
treatment. There were also several ta lap hone contacts 
with the referring agency which also contributed to the 
patient's hospitalization. 
Contact was terminated upon the patient's discharge 
from the hospital. On this first admission to the hospital, 
the caseworker was more a.ctive with the wife in discussion 
of' family problems and financial arrangements than with the 
patient. When the patient was admitted a second time, he 
was seen 11 times duri:qs which the focus was on the patient's 
adjustmeLt to the hospital and need to complete treatment, 
and to pr6pare him for psychiatric treatment. 
~~~.~ ... , .. ··_:. .. _ 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis represents the results of a descriptive 
study of 33 drug addict patients treated at the Waahingtonia~ 
. 
Hospital during a five-year period., As it was the .first 
investigation to be made on this subject at this hospital, 
the writer considered this inquiry to have a twofold 
purpose.~ (1) to ascertain the background characteristics of 
this group as·they relate to age, race, religion, nationalit,, 
marital status, economic and occupational grouping, parental 
status and relationship, type of addiction, length of addle~ 
tion diagnosis o.f patient, previous treatment, and source of 
referral; and (2) to describe the problems presented in the 
casework relationship with 20 patients, and to analyze case~ 
work service in terms of frequency and intensity of contact, 
sources of contacts and to describe the areas of problema 
which were handled. 
Chapter II presented a survey of the literature on drug 
addiction so that i.t might be related as background material 
to an understanding of what .is involved in drug addiction, 
It was seen that there are various drugs which have their 
particular attributes. The person who uses drugs has some 
emotional or underlying personality difficulty that maka.s 
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him amenable to using drugs when he is exposed to them.!' The 
consequences of drug use are the formation of habit and 
increasing inability to withdraw from the drug, The e.f.fects 
.are broadly social, economic and am~tionally deteriorating 
to the individual and his ~ediate environment and ultimate-
.ly to society when it leads to anti-soaial behavior. 
Chapter III outlined briefly the hospital setting and 
tb.e medical and psychiatric procedures used in the treatment 
of drug addiction. The caseworker's function was described. 
It is primarily supportive in relation to the patient Is 
ambivalence in accepting treatment and offers clarification 
and understanding ~o the patient 1 s family." 
Chapter IV outlined"the salien~ descriptive background 
features of each of the 33 patients. This study showed that 
the largest group of addicts fall,within the youngest age 
category of 20-29 years. The majority of ~he group were 
ourrentl~ married ~nd moat patients bad dependents# 
implying some pressure of responsibility toward the family, 
socially and economically. 
The group is. cbaracteri~tically white and Catholic in 
religion, probably because Boston is a more densely populated 
Catholic city. There were disproportionately large numbers 
of Negroes, Jewish and Chinese patients within this group, 
in relation to their statistical distribution within the 
total general population. While it is possible to find the 
explanation for this large number of Negroes~ eight, along 
social, racial and economic lines, it is leas possible to 
explain the numbers of Jewish and Chines·e patients for the 
same reasons. Minority status as a tentative ~xpla.nation 
may have some valiQ.ity in the writer' a opinion, and this is 
left open for further study... Other studies, discusae.d in 
Chapter II have found this factor to be present in "\Jhe 
background of narcotic addiction. 
One.-third of the group bs.d completed high school and 
one--third finished high sohoo.l only partially~- Tb.lil figures. 
in educational background compare well with the general 
population figures in the United States. A substantial 
number had skilled occupations~ but one~~lf of tba group 
was currently unemployed. Financial stress due to unemploy-
ment is reflected in the casework s·,.tue.tion where finances 
was a dominant area of focus~ 
A small number of patients bad both parents living; 
and a majority of patients had siblings. To this ~xtent a 
significant number of relatives bad soma part in the casaw9r~ 
situation~ 
There was evidence of emotional difficulty in the 
parental. home due to divorce,. separation or broken home .• 
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The most, common addicting drug in the group was heroin, 
which is also the most popular drug in the general populatiotJ. 
All of the Negro group were addicted to this drug which was 
mora readily accessible.. The length of addiction varies 
.from one year to 15 years, the largest group falling in the 
1.-.5 year category, probably related t.o the .fact that the 
largest number in the group is a younger element who a!"e 
addicted to drugs for a shorter period of time ths.n the 
middle-aged drug addict who bas a longer history of addiction 
Only a small number of the group bad bad previous treatment 
f'or their addiction and these too were among the younger 
adults. The reasons .for seeking treatment stemmed from 
involvement in anti.,-social activities and family difficulties 
which in some instances led them to seek help in fam.il7 
ageneias .~ These in turn sponsored the hospitaliz.at.ion of 
the patients • 
A large propo.rtion of. the group claimed to have become 
addicted to drugs following surgery, or treatment of some 
pain or injll:ry• An equal number bad bad some traum.a or' 
emotional stress~ A smaller group stated that group 
associations led to their introduction to drugs., 
Paychia.trio evaluations. of the patients place the 
largest gi'oup in the emotional;: i:mm.ature and dependent 
category which is consistent with the dynamic interpretation 
of the personality ·of the drug addict, :r>ef'erred to in 
Chapter II. A large numbe:r> have personality disorders "" 
schizoid, paranoid, psychotic in va:r>iation. 
The utilization of community resources is evident in 
the large .number of referrals from hospitals: or doctors,. and 
family agencies. Families themselves are substantially 
instrumental in bringing the patient to the hospital.. 
In Chapter V an analysis of casework focus was 
presented.. It is seen initially that treatment is hampered 
by the :fact that patients terminate contact within a short 
period of time for they do not complete medical treatment .• 
Of the 20 cases seen by the caseworker directly, 18 
il'fl 
were handled in cooperation with relatives or social agencief ~ 
indicating that there was financial or medical need which 
brought them to the attention of these social agencies .• 
The frequency of contact varied considerably from one 
interview to 104~ The majority of patients had an average 
of four interviews during their hospital stay which varied 
from less than a week in one. instance to more than a year 
in another. 
The caseworker bad to concern herself with more than 
one problem in the majority of cases. The 'predominant 
areas were within the realm of finances, family relation-
ships and adjustment to the hospital. Ambivalence about tl::a 
use of drugs is implied in those patients.who needed help in 
adjusting to or remaining in the hospitaL. 
Chapter VI presente.d the twenty cases handled by the 
caseworker to illustrate the background dE;Jscriptive chara.oteJ'i!-
istl.cs of the patient in their interrelatedness to the 
problems and manner 1n which the patient pre sen ted himself 
in the casework s i tua t ion ~ 
From this study it appears that the drug addict is one 
that outs across all lines and levels of' society. While 
the larger number is young and a good proportion is Negro~ 
there is considerable variation in the population distribu-
tion itself ... being Catholic, Protestant, Jaw, or Chinese. 
The patients are skilled and unskilled, professional per.sons 
as doctor, lawyer, nurse - and also are cooks,. waitresses, 
welders~ This substantiates the impressions of other studies 
cited where addicts appear in all strata. 
The drug addict has some emotional problem or 
personality disorder and its roots may lie in part, in the 
type of family pattern which existed in childhood~ A large 
( 
number in this study had broken homes or poor familial 
relationships. Yet one must reckon with the factor of 
exposure in environment and why i~ is that drugs are chosen 
as a solution to problema~ A further investigation into the 
dynamics of child):lood and parental influences is indicated 
if one accepts t):le theory of predisposition of personality 
toward drug addiction~ 
The addiction of the patient and its inherent quality 
of habituation prevent the patient from working out his 
ambivalence to the withdrawal treatment. · 
It is seen that the hospitalization period of this group 
is generally one of short duration and this affects the 
intensity of casework relationship and scope of activity 
possible. Where patients follow up treatment in other 
agencies or continue in the night-hospitalization plan, it 
is expected that there is more opportunity to support the 
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patient in his struggle to keep from drugs and to handle 
~derlying personality p~oblems-.. 
The concern of the family is seen in the great extent 
to which they participate in casework treatment. Financial 
problems follow the cours.e o:f addiction • The. usa of d:ruga 
is expensive and increases with the habit"' This often means 
inability to maintain the family and also loss of gainful 
employment,.,. It is not surprising therefore~ to find the 
family agency or public welfare department active ;tn the 
tamiJ¥ situation ... 
The case illustrations have pointed out tbe varied 
mixture of' c~ra.cteristica which the patient presents.<! In 
those instances whe:re hospitalization was longest~. and. 
casework treatment mo:re intens1vet to that extent more 
problema were handled and worked through with the patient, 
It would seem from the data that a manda.to:rty six week pe:rtiod 
of hoapi talization ( wb.ich is now the policy- of the hospital 
in contrast to the period s.tud.ie¢1) plus night hospital!zatiot: 
are plans v.b. ich facilitate the rehabilitation necessary in 
the treatment o:f a.ddict~qns~ This~ in addition to casework 
or psychotherapy. The case examJ>le of a patient in treatment 
:f'or over a year illustrates this. 
This study could not investigate sufficiently the 
dynamics of narcotiG addiction~ Future research in this 
area might concern itself' with questions o:f motivation. 
toward cure,. It d'oes not seem evident f'rom the literature 
wba.t part substitution of goals plays~, 
There are many questions that bear investigation .for 
too .further understanding of tb.e drug addict,. What is it 
that ma.kas·one person more readily aubmissivs to treatment 
than others? How influential is the family constellation? 
What are the interpersonal relationst?-ips of' drug addicts? 
'Wbile there is some evidenGe. that social r$lationships are 
a!'f'ected as the addict withdraws and beoomea involved in his 
'addiction.,~~ what does this mean when the addict does marry? 
Bow well do drug addiots adjust to marriage? 
It might be asked Whether .a di:f'ference in type of 
drug addiction would make . for differe.nt adjustments in one's 
total life situation. 
Questions of parental backgrounds,. sexual dit'fioultiea, 
and minority status, arise as furt:O.er sources of invefiJtiga-
tiou~ 
I·, • 
APPENDIX 
SOHEDULE 
A 
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 
Name 
Address 
Sex Age 
Education 
Occupation 
Employed 
Religion 
Case Record Numbe.r 
.Adnd. s.s ion Date 
Discharge Date 
Nationality Citizenship 
Place o.f Employment 
Unemployed 
Marital Status S M W Sap Div 
Parental Status 
Number of Children 
Number of Siblings 
II. ADDICTION STATUS 
Type of Addiction 
P:revious Treatment 
Source of Referral 
III~ REG O.MMENDED TREATMENT 
Withdrawal of Addiction 
Casework Service 
IV.~ CASEWORK FOCUS 
Problems handled 
Contaet Sources 
Frequency of contacts 
Length of Addiction 
Place 
:Psyohothe:rap:r 
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